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Leadership 
is a verb
Being voted the leading private bank in both South Africa and 

Africa*, proves that for us the phrase ‘entrepreneurial approach’

is more than just words. It’s the very essence of what we do, 

ensuring that our clients never have to settle for anything less

than the extraordinary.
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Investec Private Bank, a division of Investec Bank Limited Reg. No. 1969/004763/06. An authorised financial services provider. A registered credit provider registration number NCRCP9. *Investec Private Bank was independently 
voted South Africa’s leading private bank for the seventh consecutive time in the PricewaterhouseCoopers Banking Survey 2009, as well as the leading private bank in Africa for the second year running in the Euromoney Private 
Banking Survey 2010.
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from the pen

From scorekeeper 
to visionary 

veryone agrees, today’s deal-makers 
are once again focused on growth. And 

while growth strategies for both business 
and economies must surely take on a new 
look, given our recent economic realities, 
what we are left to ask is – by what will that 
new look be informed?

What are the conversations, and more 
importantly, what are the strategic activities 
that need to take place in order for us to see 
real growth over the next few years? 

Finance Minister Pravin Gordhan, after his 
Davos visit at the beginning of the year, 
pointed out that ‘we've got to understand 
what it means to accommodate diversity, 
what it means to accommodate different 
ways of doing things, and yet find a 
framework globally within which there's 
a level of compatibility and co-ordination 
about what we do. And that's the fascinating 
challenge for the next decade.’

Minister Gordhan was of course referring 
to the challenges faced by the diversified 
activities of global economies. But the 
situation also lends itself to our own 
domestic economy and business realities 
when you consider the number of domestic 
issues that must certainly inform what he 
called the New Growth Path in his budget 
speech in late February. 

He said at the time that the New Growth 
Path rests on four key drivers:

 public investment in infrastructure,
 targeting more labour-absorbing activities, 
 rural development and regional 
integration, and 
promoting innovation through “green 

economy” initiatives.

These were by no means surprising drivers, 
as CFOs the globe over have identified for 
business, in particular, innovation as a key 
driver to growth. But what will essentially 
inform the success of these activities must 
surely take into account our local issues 
as they pertain to labour and population 
demographics, social issues as witnessed 

here on our continent and in the middle 
east, environmental issues as experienced 
around the globe; poverty and inequality, 
and a burgeoning youth market that’s 
largely either unemployed or unemployable. 

What innovation talks to is: integrated 
growth, and a finance department that 
concerns itself more and more with 
long-term vision and strategy. The recent 
recession jolted our finance staff from a 
traditional scorekeeper role to business 
partner role, where finance as a business 
partner supports the business in achieving 
its business objectives. The traditional role 
doesn’t end as we most certainly cannot 
do without the stewardship role, in which 
the finance function has to safeguard 
shareholder interests and ensure good 
corporate governance.  

But we’ve certainly been propelled into 
understanding that those that manage 
the purse strings must understand the 
long-term strategy of the company, and for 
Pravin Gordhan and team, the country. 

What this entails practically is a far more 
integrated relationship between finance 
and business innovation as it relates to 
technology, people and infrastructure. 
These are the conversations and 
relationships on which our finance staff 
must build, if we are to experience real 
growth over the next few years.
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he Annual General Meeting of 
members of The South African 

Institute of Chartered Accountants (SAICA) 
will be held in Gauteng at the Southern 
Sun Grayston, Corner Grayston and Rivonia 
Roads, Sandton (in the Bryanston 1 & 2 
Rooms), on 26 May 2011 at 09h00.

The following business will be transacted:

 The consideration of the Annual 
Financial Statements of the Institute for 
the year ended 31 December 2010.

 The consideration of a report by the 
Chief Executive Officer.

 The consideration of a report by the 
auditors.

 The reappointment of KPMG as the 
auditors.

Due and proper notice will be provided 
of the aforementioned meeting via the 
following means:
1. Electronic mail – if you are registered on 

our database as a member capable of 
accepting communications from SAICA 
in this manner.

2. Post – if you are registered on our 
database as a member unable to 
accept communications from SAICA in 
electronic format (i.e. email).

Proxy forms will be available on the SAICA 
website: www.saica.co.za from 26 April 2011, 
and mailed to those referred to in 2. above.
 
Completed proxies must reach the 
registered office of SAICA at 7 Zulberg 
Close, Bruma Lake, Johannesburg 2195; or 
P O Box 59875, Kengray, 2100; or faxed to 
+27(11) 621 6799, no later than 09h00 on 
Tuesday 24 May 2011 48 hours before the 
time appointed for the AGM and must be 
addressed to: 

Jenny Baker
Legal and Governance Unit
The South African Institute of 
Chartered Accountants
7 Zulberg Close
Bruma Lake, 2195
Johannesburg
Facsimile 011 621 6799

If you do not receive the notification and 
proxy forms timeously, please contact 
the SAICA Contact Centre for assistance 
at 0861 072 422 or +27 (11) 621 6600 or 
email jennyb@saica.co.za. 

ecognition of Prior Learning (RPL) 
in South Africa is critical to the 

development of an equitable education 
and training system. There are those who 
erroneously believe that RPL means the 
lowering of standards and compromising 
quality, but this is not the case according 
to the Association of Accounting 
Technicians of South Africa (AAT(SA))s. 

Essentially RPL facilitates access to, and 
provides mobility and progression within 
education, training and career paths. In 
addition it also aims to accelerate the 
redress of past unfair discrimination in 
education, training and employment 
opportunities. 

There are many learners performing 
relevant jobs to a high standard within 
organisations, who find themselves 
unable to progress in their careers 
through lack of external recognition 
of their achievements (recognition 
readily conferred by the attainment of a 
qualification). It is this cohort of potential 
students that AAT(SA)’s RPL policy 
aims to address, by recognising their 
prior achievements and crediting those 
against AAT(SA) qualifications. The 
process of RPL does not mean or result 
in the awarding of a qualification on 
merit only. To be awarded a qualification, 
a process of assessment is required, 
regardless of how the qualification was 
accessed.

AAT(SA) has the following three different 
approaches to RPL, which are used in 
various combinations; 

the level of the practical competence 
of the individual.

recognition to already achieved 
academic qualifications.

areas and level of exposure. 

If the principle of RPL is properly 
understood, the process can be 
effectively developed and implemented 
and the outcome sufficiently quality 
assured. Since the inception of RPL in 
South Africa in 1994, the country has not 
moved beyond the first level. We’ve got 
the basics right, but we’re not getting 
people into the proper qualifications, 
more needs to be done. 

AAT(SA) recognises and accepts 
that people come to knowledge and 
competence through different pathways. 
In South Africa, where there is a large 
market of uncertified individuals working 
in accounting roles, RPL has been readily 
adopted by training providers, some 
of whom are using bridging courses 
to facilitate advancement onto AAT 
qualifications.

At AAT’s core is a commitment to 
high values and customer centricity 
which guides its approach to RPL. By 
recognising the skills and knowledge 
of individuals already working in 
accounting roles, AAT is facilitating the 
career advancement of individuals who 
may otherwise find their avenues for 
progression limited. asa 
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Breaking New Ground

Grietjie Verhoef, D litt et Phil, BA (cum laude), BA (Hons) (History) (cum laude), BA (Hons) (Economics) (cum laude), MA History 
(cum laude), is a Professor in Economic and Accounting History, Department of Accountancy, University of Johannesburg.

he profession of accountants in 
South Africa followed a development 

path closely linked to the profession of 

was apparent early in the twentieth century 
that a distinct professional character was 
taking shape in the four colonies, later to 

South African accountancy profession, in 
particular, had strong ties to the British 
Empire. 

The significance of these links is apparent 
from the following statistics: in 2003 a 
total of 155 professional accountancy 
bodies existed in 113 countries and were 
members of the International Federation 
of Accountants. Of those, 61 bodies (39%) 
were located in 41 countries (36%) that 
were formerly members of the British 
Empire as it existed by the mid-twentieth 
century. The remarkable significance of 
these statistics is that the growth of 
the accountancy profession worldwide 
cannot be understood without an imperial 
dimension.1

1See R H Parker (2005) ‘Naming and 
branding: Accountants and Accountancy 
Bodies in the British Empire and 
Commonwealth 1850-2003’. Unpublished 
paper: 1

The legacy of the British professional 
associations can be traced in the history 
of the professional associations that had 
developed in the Transvaal Colony since 
1904, in the Natal Colony since 1907, the 
Orange River Colony since 1907 as well as 
the Cape Colony since 1907. The question 
is how these associations were influenced 
by the different approaches of the Institute 
of Chartered Accountants of England 
and Wales (ICAEW) and the Society of 
Incorporated Accountants (established in 
1885) and later the Association of Certified 
Corporate Accountants (ACCA – est 1939 by 
merger). 

Each of these professional organisations 
had different approaches to professional 
conduct, education and training of 

accountants and exclusiveness or 
inclusiveness of membership. 

These professional organisations had a 
profound impact on the emergence of 
a distinct South African profession of 
accountants. We need to explore these 
subtle influences systematically in order 
to come to a sound understanding of the 
path of development of the accountancy 
profession in South Africa.

No research has yet been undertaken 
to establish how the profession in 
South Africa established itself and what 
characterised this strand of the profession 
amidst a society in transition from rural 
British colonies or independent Boer 
Republics to a unitary state. Most of the 
transition had to do with the adaptation to 
British sovereignty while a sizeable portion 
of the population resented the submission 
to the British monarchy. 

These reservations soon made way 
for the emergence of a nascent South 
African nation, albeit to the exclusion of 
the majority of the African, Coloured and 
growing Asian populations. How did the 
context and content of these geo-political 
developments impact on the role and 
status of the professional accountants 
in South Africa? It is also not clear what 
influence the practising accountants had 
on the emerging South African society and 
its economic development. 

The Department of Accountancy at the 

proud record of academic excellence, 
first-class performance in professional 
education of accountants and commitment 
to facilitation programmes to enhance the 
success of students from environments 
not naturally preparing them for or 
encouraging them towards education as 
accountants.  The spirit of innovation and 
holistic education of students in financial 
accounting, auditing, management 
accounting and taxation has become 
the distinctive characteristic of this 
department. 

It was therefore no surprise that this 
department stepped forward to pioneer 
the first distinct focus area of accounting 
history within the department in 2009. A 
chair in Economic and Accounting History 
was established to pave the way forward 
in systematic research in the History of 
Accounting and Accountants, the History 
of the Profession of Accountants in South 
Africa, as well as all the other diverse, but 
related aspects of accounting practice. 

Accounting historians have often been 
accused of an unhealthy tendency to 
introversion, but much of the academic 
endeavours of accountants in universities’ 
departments of accountancy had suffered 
similar intellectual isolationism. The 

benefited from academic leaders in the 
accounting profession as well as young 
dynamic academics observing and 
experiencing the intellectual challenge of 
interdisciplinary engagement. As various 
sub-disciplines of history had sought 
to extend the vitality and relevance of 
their distinguished fields of analysis 
by interdisciplinary inquiry, so has 
Accounting History. 

The Department of Accountancy has 
had the honour of close association 
with the doyen of Accounting History in 
South Africa, Professor Lucas Marthinus 
van Vuuren. Lucas taught at the Rand 

1971, after which he was Professor of 

As Chief Executive Officer of the Public 
Accountants’ and Auditors’ Board (PAAB) 
between 1984 and 1998, he served to 
bring his rich experience to bear on the 
practice and teaching of accountancy 
in South Africa. It was primarily his 
enthusiasm and commitment to the study 
of accounting History that convinced the 
Department of Accountancy to initiate the 
study of accounting history in 2009. asa 

To read the last part of this interesting article 
please visit www.accountancysa.org.za
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Benchmarking

Nazeer Wadee CA(SA) is the Chief Operating Officer, SAICA. 

6

AICA recently requested three of 
its senior management to conduct 

benchmark studies with Institutes based 

that region). We visited the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants in England and 
Wales (ICAEW), Chartered Accountants 
Ireland (CAI) and the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants of Scotland (ICAS). The 
findings were illuminating. The Institutes 
have respective membership bases in the 
regions of 134 000, 20 000 and 18 000. 
Although each are the custodians of the CA 
designation in their respective jurisdictions, 
the business and operating models of the 
Institutes vary greatly. These differences 
and some of the learnings we picked 
up could be adapted to a South African 
context. I hope to share some of them with 
you and solicit thoughts from members on 
the relevance of some of these aspects in 
our context.

Where the South African CA(SA) 
qualification model is premised on being 
graduate based, the same is not true of 

test of competence as administered, 
for instance, by the ICAEW is regarded 
as sufficient in terms of assessing 
competence. Completing an undergraduate 
degree before getting to the stage of 
writing this exam is not compulsory. This 
approach has many advantages (in terms of 
access and growth of the profession in the 

lack of technical expertise and the absence 
of core skills acquired in an academic 
institution). SAICA’s qualification model will 
continue to be a graduate based one, as we 
believe that this aspect of the qualification 
model is essential to delivering high quality, 
competent CAs(SA).

One of the glaring differences and possible 
opportunities that was identified, was the 
offering by most of our counterparts of post 
qualification specialisations. The Irish, for 
instance, offer a Chartered Tax Consultant 
qualification, which ultimately leads to a 
designation held by those that successfully 
conclude the programme. Also on offer is 
variety of certificate based programmes 

(devised and offered by some of the 
Institutes) including certificates in topics 
like Forensics, IFRS, Corporate Finance, 
Charity Accounting, Insolvency, etc. 
Member take-up of the majority of these 
initiatives is good to exceptional, with the 
Institutes exploring many newer areas (still 
within the core areas in which members 
operate and practise). This allows for the 
Institutes to increase the base of members 
who interact with them, whilst allowing 
the membership base to grow their skills 
and knowledge bases through credible 
programmes delivered by the Institute.

Finally, also of interest to us is the concept 
pioneered and currently being run by 
the ICAEW, known as ‘faculties’. The 
ICAEW currently houses seven faculties. 
These are in the areas of Audit and 
Assurance, Corporate Finance, Finance and 
Management, Financial Reporting, Financial 
Services, Information Technology and Tax. A 
faculty is essentially a specialist area with 
dedicated resources and funding (a faculty 
is a separate paid for service). 

The core services offered by the ICAEW 
to all members are very basic. The core 
service includes use of the Chartered 
Accountant designation, access to select 
newsletters, etc. Access to added services 
in the various core disciplines (primarily 
the faculty areas referred to above) is 
available only through the relevant faculty. 
Quite simply, this means that subscribers 
to the faculties (be they members or 
non-members) receive a wealth of 
communication, publications (as a result 
of extensive, continued investment in 
research) and other services (including 
conferences, dedicated roadshows, 
advisory services, etc.) through their 
subscription to the faculty (which a normal 
member of the ICAEW would not have 
access to unless he subscribes to the 
faculty). 

This model has allowed the ICAEW to 
grow the base of services offered to 
subscribers to the faculty exponentially 
through the added revenue it has been 
able to generate. Collectively (across all 

seven faculties), the Institute now has a 
subscriber base to the faculties of 40,000. 

What does all of this mean in a South 
African context? Clearly, the range of 
services (especially the formal structured 
learning type) offered by some of our 
European counterparts exceeds those 
offered locally. For members in those 
jurisdictions, it offers an opportunity to 
enter into structured longer term learning 
interventions under the credible banner of 
their Institutes. Concepts like that of the 
faculty clearly allow members to grow their 
voice in areas like Taxation and Financial 
Accounting both locally and internationally 
through the ability to invest in research, 
publications and more extensive lobbying. 

Clearly there are opportunities to be 
investigated locally in these areas. SAICA 
will be thoroughly considering the pros 
and cons of the various models that we 
have encountered. We hope to interact 
extensively with members to understand 
your thoughts on the various areas. I urge 
you to contact either myself or Muneer 
Hassan (Project Director: Tax) to share 
your thoughts with us. I look forward to an 
exciting few months as we put our thoughts 
together. asa 
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Strategy in Private Equity Industry

Troy Dyer CA(SA), MBA (Wharton), CFA, is a strategy coach and business adviser. He has consulted to a range 
of players in the private equity industry, including asset managers, private equity fund managers and investee 

companies. He is the owner of Audax Ideas (www.audaxideas.com), a professional services firm.

he strategy landscape in the private 
equity (PE) industry is shaped by three 

sets of players – investors, PE fund managers 
and investee companies. Investors place 
funds with PE fund managers, which in turn 
place and manage investments in investee 
companies. Each set of players needs to have 
an industry-wide perspective to formulate and 
implement their strategies effectively. Each 
individual player is faced with strategic choices 
regarding who to be, where to play, and how 
to win.  

Strategy from the perspective of the 
investor
PE fund managers obtain their funds from 
various types of investors, ranging from 
high net worth individual investors, to large 
corporate investors, to professional investment 
asset managers. In the interests of brevity 
this discussion focuses on asset managers, 
which comprise a major source of funds in the 
PE industry.  Asset managers are professional 
managers of investment funds such as pension 
funds, endowment funds and insurance funds. 
Their primary objective is to achieve or exceed 
a target return on assets under management, 
within given risk parameters.  Asset managers 
have a portfolio strategy that is influenced 
by the risk-return profiles of different asset 
classes. 

The range of asset classes in which the asset 
manager may choose to invest includes fixed 
income investments such as government and 
corporate bonds, listed equity investments 
and equity-linked investments in various 
industry sectors and types of economies, and 
alternative asset classes such as real estate 
based investments and PE funds. The risk 
and return expectations of the asset manager 
are influenced by investment benchmarks, 
trends and expectations in the broader asset 
management industry, including expectations 
based on the type of economy in which funds 
are being invested, for example developed 
economies, developing economies or 
emerging economies. 

Investing in PE is a strategic choice in the 
context of the asset manager’s overall 

investment portfolio strategy. PE is usually 
regarded as an asset class with a higher than 
average risk profile, compensated by a higher 
than average potential return.  Having decided 
to invest in PE as an asset class, another 
strategic choice is that of PE fund manager. 
The asset manager seeks to place funds with 
PE fund managers that have experience and 
a proven track record in the asset manager’s 
choice of investment focus. Strategy execution 
for the asset manager includes the ongoing 
management of the relationship with the PE 
fund manager and its portfolio of investee 
companies.

Strategy from the perspective of the PE 
fund manager 
The PE industry includes a wide range of 
PE fund managers, investment mandates 
and financing structures.  One PE fund may 
be mandated to invest venture capital in 
technology start-ups with a global potential, 
while another fund’s mandate may be to 
invest in medium sized engineering and 
manufacturing businesses in developing 
economies. A third fund may focus on 
management buy-outs and leveraged buy-outs 
of large, established companies.

Despite this diversity, there are common 
strategic challenges across all PE fund 
managers. The PE fund manager has to 
manage two key constituencies – investors 
who provide capital for their funds, and 
prospective investee companies as its source 
of potential investment returns. The success 

she manages its relationship with each 
constituency, on a medium-to long-term basis. 
In its relationship with investors, such as asset 
managers, PE fund managers need to ensure 
there is alignment of expectations regarding 
investment mandate, risks, rewards and time 
frames. 

In its relationship with individual investee 
companies, the PE fund manager plays the 
role of a business investor. A PE fund functions 
as an investment portfolio comprising a 
number of investee companies. The strategic 
objective of the PE fund manager is to achieve 

a target return for the portfolio as a whole, 
within a certain level of risk, and within a 
certain investment time frame, for example 
between five and seven years.  

The investment related tasks of the PE fund 
manager may be divided into four stages, 
each with its own strategic challenges and 
choices. The first stage is pre-investment. 
This includes tasks such as marketing the 
fund to prospective investees and identifying 
potential investment opportunities that fit the 
investment mandate. The strategic challenge 
is to identify and select the best businesses in 
which to invest.

The second stage is investment. This includes 
tasks such as negotiating the terms, conditions 
and structure of the investment in the investee 
company, and assisting in sourcing non-equity 
sources of capital, for example loan capital, to 
leverage the equity investment. The strategic 
challenge is to create the conditions for a long 
term investment relationship that has the 
potential to succeed in its return objectives.  

Stage three is post investment venture 
management. It focuses on adding value to 
the investee company and monitoring the risk 
profile of the investment. This is arguably the 
stage with the greatest opportunity for the 
PE fund manager to add value by contributing 
to the strategic management of the investee 
company. Key tasks include assisting the 
investee company to review the strategy of 
the business and linking the investee company 
to the PE fund manager’s business network to 
support strategic initiatives in sales, marketing 
and business development. 

The final stage is investment exit. This involves 
tasks such as identifying and assessing various 
exit options, and exiting the investment in a 
manner that achieves or exceeds the target 
profit. Profits are only realised on exit, so this 
stage needs careful planning. A good PE fund 
manager starts developing an exit strategy 

even before making the initial investment. asa

Please read the concluding part of this article 
on www.accountancysa.org.za.
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ack of meaningful job creation and the 
high level of financial difficulty faced 

by consumers held economic growth back 
in 2010. However, 2011 will likely see the 

Indeed, three quarters of South Africa’s 
GDP comes from the private sector, chiefly 
consumption, but a significant portion of 
private sector spend takes place also on fixed 
investment. 

Government has been tardy on meeting 
fixed investment targets, but private sector 
fixed investment is now expected to recover 
from its two years of recession. Virtually 
all of government’s revenue unsurprisingly 
comes from the private sector, and the private 
sector is a large provider of employment. 
Both income and debt levels are key for the 
consumer - those who are over indebted are 
hamstrung by the National Credit Regulator 
(NCR) if they wish to take on more debt. The 
latest data from the NCR shows 46.3% of 
SA’s 18.5 million credit active consumers are 
impaired (three or more payments in arrears 
or have a judgement, administration order 
or adverse listing). This is 1.5% up on a year 

ago and a huge 8.7% up on December 2007. 
The rise in impairments has tightened lending 
conditions, specifically for new loan applicants. 

However, impairments peaked in June 2010 
at 46.9% and a downward trend, now likely, 
will be positive for employment and growth. In 
addition, consumer confidence has bounced 
back to pre boom levels on significant interest 
rate cuts, falling inflation and rising real wages. 

CPI inflation is expected to average close to 

reaching 5.0% by year end, and 6.0% by end 
2012. This should mean interest rates are not 
lowered in 2011. Implicit in the CPI view is the 
assumption that food price inflation remains 
subdued, along with demand pressures in 
general, as the upward trend in CPI inflation 
from its recent low of 3.0% will largely be 
due to statistical base effects. SA is likely to 
enter an upward phase in the interest rate 
cycle in Q4.11 as inflation continues to rise and 
demand strengthens (we expect a 50bp hike in 
November). 

There is a chance that the first hike may 
be delayed until early 2012, but the likely 
significant rise in CPI inflation this year means 

real interest rates would then fall as inflation 
and demand rise – historically the MPC has 
always hiked in such circumstances. However, 
interest rates are structurally high in South 
Africa and modest interest rates would help 
contain the cost of doing business. 

Food price pressure, a key driver of CPI 
inflation, could prove to be one of the 
risks to the currently assumed benign CPI 
inflation outlook due, as weather conditions 
deteriorate. Another risk is the currency. 
Rand strength has dampened inflationary 
pressure, overshadowing the effect the rise 
in administered prices would have had on CPI 
inflation to date. 

But this strength has not been sufficient to 
counter the effect of rising petroleum prices. 
Higher administered price inflation also 
threatens the inflation outlook. Hefty electricity 
tariff hikes are set to continue, but currently 
at the same pace as last year. Increases over 
and above this would threaten the CPI outlook, 
as would above inflation property rates and 
tax hikes, water tariff increases and other 
municipal charges. Indeed, these have already 
seen price increases of such an excessive 
extent that CPI inflation would already be at 
the upper limit of the inflation target range, 

rand’s very substantial strength over the past 
two years. 

The exchange rate is a further risk for 2011. 
Should another indebted advanced economy 
become bankrupt, particularly the very large 
economies of Spain or Italy, the heightened 
levels of international risk aversion could cause 
a sudden, sharp but prolonged weakening in 
the rand. If severe sovereign debt contagion 
is once again just avoided, as in 2010, but 
the euro weakens on the shock, then rand 
strength is possible. Failing a resumption of 
sovereign debt contagion in 2011, the rand 
should see mild weakness in line with its long-
term trend on the back of rising inflation. The 
current account deficit is expected to approach 
4.5% of GDP as imports continue to outpace 
exports. Indeed, the weak performance of 
exports will continue to dampen the GDP 
outcome until the global economy returns to 
trend growth. asa 

SA Economic View

Annabel Bishop, M PMB (cum laude), MCom (cum laude), is an Economist at Investec Ltd. 
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You Have Merged Two Companies

Kevin Phillips CA(SA) is the Managing Director of idu Software.

he process of company acquisitions 
or mergers is complex by nature. 

One of the challenges faced is the 
decision around systems. A typical 
pattern is that the acquiring company 
replaces the existing systems and 
processes with its own.

There are a few problems with this 
approach. For starters, any systems 
change on a large scale can take between 
six and twelve months. While everyone is 
waiting for the single system, information 
still needs to be shared and exchanged, 
which usually results in a large stack 
of reports being exported to Excel and 
e-mailed back and forth. During this period, 
information can get lost or incorrectly 
captured, and very often different people 
end up with different versions of the facts. 
The upshot is that not everybody has the 
same view of what is going on. This is not 
a recipe for good decision making.

Secondly, while most popular ERP 
systems are substantially similar in broad 
outline, there are, however, important 
differences in the details. As a result, 
certain systems are better suited to 
specific types of business than others. 
What is perfect for the acquiring company 
may not be a good fit for the new 
acquisition.

Then there is the third problem: The 
impact of changing systems on the 
incumbent staff, i.e. people issues. Morale 
is always fragile in the wake of a merger 
or acquisition, and there is inevitably a lot 
of apprehension and suspicion. Changing 
systems removes a pillar or foundation 
stone that incumbent staff cling to like 
ship- wreck victims to a life raft. This is 
the one area where they feel they can add 
value to the new owners and its removal 
frequently accelerates the loss of staff. 
There is a risk of losing the most valuable 
staff in the acquired company during the 
period of uncertainty, as the first ones to 
leave will typically be those who can most 
quickly get good jobs elsewhere. Those 
who can’t, will wait for retrenchment 
packages. 

There is an alternative. Keeping a familiar 
system running will not only promote a far 
greater sense of security, it has a better 
chance of maintaining productivity. And there 
is no need to sacrifice the easy exchange of 
information: Plenty of tools on the market 
will read the underlying data from both ERP 
systems and merge it quickly, seamlessly 
and accurately into a single unified view. 
It’s quite possible to get this single view 
within days or weeks, without going through 
the pain and expense of a massive system 
migration. 

This way you can keep both businesses 
running in parallel, and take the time to 
see clearly where a systems change might 
actually be useful. 

The most common reason to buy a business 
as a going concern is that it’s a good 
business. And usually good businesses are 
built on a successful combination of their 
processes and their people. Mess with 
either, and you may kill the very thing that 
has made that  acquisition attractive in the 
first place. asa 
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ll too often the price of making a living 
is a slow death of enthusiasm and a life 

of daily drudgery.

Often, business people feel that instituting 
internal control measures is counter 
productive to staff morale and worse -- it 
breeds resentment. Properly instituted, the 
reverse is true.  

Some years ago I was appointed as 
transport manager by a large rural wholesale 
firm for their fleet of 15 trucks. My first 
question to the previous incumbent was;  
“Who is the best driver?"  The previous 
incumbent said: “They’re all just drivers!”       

A word prized the world over regardless 
of colour, creed or nationality is a person’s 
name. My first task in my new job was to 
learn the drivers’ names and stop treating 
everybody like just another driver.

The drivers and their crews suddenly found 
they were known by name. I gathered these 
named people and told them from now on 
there would be a new transport manager, 
who also had a heavy duty driver’s licence.

The people in the transport division were 
divided into crews of drivers and loaders. 
One problem I identified almost immediately 
was that some crew members were coming 
late to work. A lack of a full team meant 
the lorries were immobile and the entire 
squad was prejudiced. They lost their place 
in the queue for loading. Deliveries were 
late -- incurring the wrath of the customers. 
The staff returned after dark and dinner. To 
remedy this state of affairs, I told the staff 
that anyone coming late would be sent 
home and a day’s pay docked.  

The second pronouncement was for all 
trucks to line up from 07:30 to 08:00 hours 
for problems, inspections, cleaning and 
record keeping. I introduced logbooks for 
distances, fuel consumption, tyre wear and 
repairs. 

Initially, of course, there were late comers. 
Punctuality improved dramatically after I 
sent a few people home. Someone from the 

transport pool strolled across a meadow. 
When he saw the assembled crews he 
realised he might be late. He started to 
sprint, cheered on by his co-workers. He 
arrived panting and disheveled -- but on 
time. This illustrated to me a positive shift in 
staff morale.

Inevitably, one of the drivers came to the 
transport manager and complained of not 
feeling well. It was quickly apparent it was 
syphilis, a notifiable disease.  Fortunately the 
district surgeon was very enlightened. He 
said: “Send him to me and I’ll fix him up.” I 
made no further mention or censure to the 
driver.

firm had a challenge. Many of its customers 
ordered all manner of things in 44 gallon 
drums (100 litres). A problem we had – and 
it was reaching a crisis – was getting the 
empty drums back. 

Collecting empties could only be done 
when there was space on the loading bed 
or on the return journey, this after a long 
day. Furthermore, loading these drums was 
unwieldy and time consuming. I told the 
staff I was aware of these problems so I 
only expected five or six drums per truck. 
Initially few trucks returned with drums. 
Praising those by name who had made the 
effort produced positive results. There were 
more lorries with empties and the number 
of drums per truck increased. Finally a driver 
Nimrod came back with his truck crammed 
with empty drums. “Good Heavens, 
Nimrod” I said “What did the trading station 
owner say when you took all these drums?” 
Nimrod beamed and said “Ek glo dit nie.” 
(I don’t believe it.) Whether this enormous 
effort was the result of the generally 
enlightened policy of the syphilis incident is 
not known.

 “Sharp sharp”, I said.  

This is a very important aspect of staff 
management -- not only praise -- but treating 
staff as human beings. The question: 
“What did the trading station owner say?” 
highlighted a personal relationship.

Some time later, my home phone rang quite 
late at night. The caller told me one of the 
drivers was clearly drunk. The vehicle was 
weaving from side to side on the road. 

I intercepted and drove the vehicle. It 
quickly became apparent the power steering 
wasn’t functioning. The driver was not 
drunk, just exhausted. 

This incident had far-reaching implications. 
Firstly, at the morning roll call I asked about 
the working of the power steering units. 

Secondly -- and more importantly -- why 
was the truck on the road so late at night?  
It transpired this driver had the longest 
route. After consulting the log books I 
liaised with the billing department and made 
sure the trucks with the longest routes 
were loaded first.

After relaying the new rules to the staff they 
realised the record keeping was being used 
for their benefit as well as a business tool.   

I had taken the transport department and 
solved some of the main problems.

The logbooks helped to plan our routes 
better for both the crews and the company.

We were getting our empty drums back; 
productivity had increased because the 
crews were punctual and we were being 
more proactive about truck maintenance. 

More importantly, staff morale and 
efficiency had increased – all because of 
implementing controls – not only for a 
reduction in costs but for the benefit of the 
workers.

Not for the transport workers daily drudgery. 
The firm and customers treated them with 
respect. They were justifiably proud of 
their work. When the annual salaries were 
reviewed, there were yardsticks to improve 
performance, those who had performed 
well were rewarded and praised.

We had achieved profitability, productivity - 
and a motivated staff. asa 

How to Implement Strong Controls

Ingo Viedge, BCompt, is the Proprietor of Profitability Management Services. 
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Africa at the Crossroads

Lullu Kruger, MCom, BCom (Hons), BCom (Law) is Senior Economist, KPMG Services (Pty) Ltd 

eing home to over 1 billion people, Africa 
has been referred to as “The Continent 

whose time has come”. Before the global 
economic downturn of 2009, the majority 
of African economies had enjoyed notable 
economic growth. Average annual growth 
in 2006-08 amounted to about 6%, while 
the GDP per capita grew by almost 4%. The 
world economic crisis brought this period 
of relatively high growth to a sudden end. 
However, although the African economy has 
also been negatively impacted by the global 
economic downturn, the continent has, on 
average, maintained positive economic growth. 
According to the IMF, Africa will be one of the 
fastest growing regions in the world this year, 
with growth of 5.3% forecast for 2011. 

The potential sources of the growth in Africa 
have been a point of discussion amongst 
analysts. In a survey conducted by KPMG 
amongst its clients in Africa, it is clear that 
businesses in Africa view natural resources 
within the mining and agricultural sectors to be 
the industries that would provide opportunities 
for growth in the region. Due to the size of the 
population in Africa and the gradual growth 
of disposable income, the potential business 
opportunities that might exist in the retail 
sector have also been discussed widely. 

In addition, Africa’s infrastructural needs 
and requirements also present opportunities 
for businesses. Studies performed on 
the investment requirements for Africa 
as an emerging market have provided 
some interesting feedback on the current 
infrastructural needs in Africa: the three 
sectors with the biggest funding needs include 
Energy, WWS (water, waste and sewage) and 
Irrigation.

In order to capitalise on the many, albeit 
diverse, opportunities that exist in Africa, it 
is necessary to explore the challenges that 
exist both from a people and a business 
perspective. Attracting FDI into diversified and 
higher value-added sectors remains an ongoing 
challenge for Africa’s economies. The primary 
sector consistently remains the main focus 
of foreign investment. Africa predominantly 
exports primary products and imports 
manufactured products. African economies 

have not been able to harness the benefits 
of the commodities sector to increase the 
productive capacity throughout other sectors 
of their economy. This hampers the possibility 
of growth in the consumer expenditure 
related parts of the economy, such as retail 
and wholesale, smaller manufacturing 
industries and the housing market.

Reducing inefficiencies related to 
poor transport infrastructure, including 
maintenance of existing infrastructure and 
the provision of new transport infrastructure, 
remains a challenge for growth in Africa. 
For instance, only 29.7% of the African 
road network is paved. The continent’s 
railway network is also very poor. These 
factors contribute to higher transport costs 
on the continent if compared to the rest of 
world. Recent estimates by the World Bank 
indicate that annual infrastructure investment 

over the next decade, more than double the 
previous estimate by the Commission for 
Africa. 

A further challenge is the lack of a coherent 
regional approach to managing and 
harnessing partnership agreements, which 
could improve: apart from trade with other 
developing countries, the importance of trade 
between African countries themselves is also 
not efficiently managed. 

Climate change also presents unique 
challenges for Africa, particularly due to the 
continent’s dependence on sectors such as 
agriculture, tourism, fishery and forestry. 
Although the African contribution to total 
greenhouse gas emissions as a proportion 
of the world’s contribution is negligible, its 
economies are among the most vulnerable 
to the negative impacts of climate change in 
the world: many African economies do not 
have the capacity to adapt, are geographically 
located in warmer areas and are also 
experiencing low rainfall levels or rainfall 
variability. It is, however, encouraging to see 
that businesses in Africa are responding to the 
challenges, with 53% of KPMG clients in Africa 
indicating in a recent survey that they have a 
clear environmental strategy in place and that 
the strategy is being implemented. 

According to the KPMG survey, potential 
investors in Africa also view the reduction of 
political instability, a willingness of African 
governments to reduce corruption and a clear 
macroeconomic direction, as key ingredients 
to attract investment.

The unique challenges facing Africa do create 
an interesting environment for business to 
operate in, but, in spite of this, the view 
held by a lot of foreign investors is that the 
opportunity cost of not investing in Africa is 
becoming too significant to ignore. asa 
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SAICA CFO Support Activities
Kelly Masete is the Project Manager: Member Services, SAICA. 

n 2008, SAICA published the first South African CFO of the 
Future book. It was condensed from a research paper, which 

CFO requirements. This ground breaking project was led by 

Graham Terry on the side of SAICA. 

This was followed by another benchmarking study by our 
strategic partner, Deloitte, which looked at the different strategies 
pursued by CFOs during the recent global financial recession. 
The Deloitte project was led by the then partner responsible for 
CFO development, Hugh Harrison. During 2010, SAICA produced 

paper was aimed at determining how the effects of the global 
financial crisis have impacted on the roles and responsibilities 
of CFOs. For the past three years, we have hosted a number of 
Special Interest Group networking sessions to share with you 
these and other topical financial issues presented by leading 
academics, economists, local executives, international experts 
and Deloitte.

SAICA and its focus on CFOs
A CFO forum has been established within SAICA with the 
following objectives in respect of finance executives:
1.  To provide a networking platform
2.  To provide ad hoc learning opportunities, such as focused 

seminars and workshops
3.  To provide structured learning opportunities
4.  To provide knowledge and thought leadership platforms, 

 such as research, benchmarking, etc.

offer specific business oriented ad hoc learning opportunities 
in the form of workshops, seminars and masterclasses, which 
are aimed at meeting the needs of finance executives. Over and 
above the technical courses, which are driven by our Standards 
Division, we have held the following conferences and seminars:

 CFO Challenge Conference in association with TOPCO media 
held in Johannesburg and Cape Town. This conference sought 
to highlight the challenges faced by the modern finance 
executive and sensitised many people about those issues.
 Mergers and Acquisitions Conference in association with 
TOPCO media held in Johannesburg.
 The International Finance Conference in association with Stern 
Stewart International in Cape Town. This brought together 
leading international thinkers in modern finance theory such 
as:

 –  Myron Scholes (Nobel Laureate, Black-Scholes Option 
Pricing Model),

 –   Michael Jensen (Agency Theory),
 –  Stewart Myers (Pecking Order Theory),
 –  Richard Roll and Stephen Ross (Arbitrage Pricing Theory),

Securities and Exchange Commission, 2004-2007), and
 –  Joel Stern (Economic Value Added)

 Executive Remuneration and Incentives Seminar. SAICA took 
a leadership role in this contentious space (now underpinned 
by King III) in the backdrop of the recent financial recession 
in South Africa and elsewhere, coupled with media coverage 
of numerous business hardships, scandals and the then ailing 
stock market, which took shareholder activism to new heights.  
We brought experts to offer insights and guidance by:

 –   highlighting and benchmarking Global Reward Trends;
 –  explaining the Fiduciary Duties of Directors; 
  –  assisting with the formulation of appropriate Remuneration 

Strategies and Policies;
  –  offering guidance on the different Short- and Long-term 

incentive strategies.
Financial Due Diligence Masterclass
Valuations seminar
Rolling forecasts seminar
Finance Strategy: Investigating emerging financial theories.

We are currently looking into structured learning paths for finance 
executives that will not only cover technical finance issues but 
also areas of leadership and other pervasive skills, which are 
proving to be a difficult skill as people go up the corporate ladder.  
So watch this space!

CFOs on the move
I would like to extend my congratulations to the following CFOs 
that have assumed new responsibilities in the past few months:  

Mr. Duncan Wattam who was appointed as the new CFO for 
Standard Bank Private Clients in May. 

Mike Benfield who was appointed as the CFO for Bateman 
Engineering in May. 

Gary Lea who has been appointed as the Retail Financial 
Director for Pick n’ Pay. Gary has been with Pick n’ Pay for 14 
years. 

Van Zyl Botha who has been appointed Financial Director at 
Randgold. He joined Randgold in 2006 and was previously Group 
Finance Manager and CFO. 

Bakar Jakoet who has been CFO for Pick n Pay Stores Limited 
to take over from Dennis Cope who is retiring. Bakar was the 
Chief financial controller. Bakar has been with the group for 26 
years. 

We wish you all well in your new appointments. asa

For more information on CFOs reports please visit www.saicacfo.co.za.

asa  I  
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he recent economic downturn and 
subsequent (partial) recovery, have 

accelerated the need for finance to evolve 
from the traditional “scorekeeper” role to 
a more strategic, “visionary” function. The 
evolution from scorekeeper to visionary, 
however, is not a journey for the faint-
hearted. 

A recent survey1 concluded by CFO 
Research Services, in collaboration with 
KPMG, confirms the need for change in the 
finance function while identifying some of 
the main challenges to be expected along 
the way. In anticipation of the imminent 
release of the research report, some key 
findings as follows have emerged that 
should be of interest to local CFOs:

indicated that they expect to play an 
even greater strategic role in their 
organisations over the next five years.

have to address some important 
process weaknesses to enable them 
to fulfil this role.

with other areas of the business 
(including human resources, legal, 
risk management and IT) needs 
improvement.

1The survey reached 444 respondents 
across all industries and from every 
corner of the globe (including South 
Africa!)

Playing a greater strategic role
It should come as no surprise to CFOs 
that their peers are expecting finance 
to play an even greater role in future. 
Consultants have been preaching the 
gospel of “business partnering” for many 
years and we have seen the demands 
on our local finance teams increase 
exponentially during the recent downturn. 

More than ever before, boards are less 
interested in the “score” and more 
focused on the “vision”. Questions like 
“What will the impact on our bottom 
line be if the Rand continues to remain 
stronger than we had anticipated during 
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From Scorekeeper to Visionary

Therese Cilliers CA(SA) is partner for Finance Transformation at KPMG and a member of the 
KPMG International Working Group collaborating with CFO Research Services.

our budget cycle?” generate a flurry of 
activity in the finance function. Hours 
are spent re-calculating and re-
consolidating business unit forecasts, 
and many a finance team member has 
wondered how he ended up becoming 
so proficient at Microsoft Excel.

CFOs have also realised that systems 
and process improvements alone will 
not allow them to play this broader role. 
As one South African CFO that took 
part in the survey put it: “The people 
we hire are excellent accountants, 
strong in governance – but they can 
be hopeless at conceptual or analytical 
matters and decision support services”. 

Clearly, the successful finance 
professional of today needs more 
than a strong grasp of IFRSs. In our 
interaction with finance functions, we 
have noticed a growing trend towards 
developing the “whole” professional. 
Many leading organisations are 
creating formal programmes to grow 
and develop talent internally. These 
organisations typically start the journey 
by developing career frameworks that 
are aligned to business’ needs. 

These frameworks define both 
the technical skills and behavioural 
competencies required for each role in 
the finance function. (In addition, they 
clarify the career path of the ambitious 
finance professional.) Once the skills 
and competencies have been defined, 
it is a matter of assessing the team’s 
current skills against the required 
set and developing programmes to 
close the gap. Skills development 
interventions often include temporary 
assignments to “operations” to 
encourage greater understanding of 
the business. Changing the mix of skills 
by bringing in a larger contingent of 
business analysts rather than financial 
accountants, for example, or selecting 
new employees based on their 
technology backgrounds and familiarity 
with existing systems, can also prove 
valuable.

Addressing process weaknesses
Fewer than 40% of the organisations that 
participated in the international survey 
were satisfied with their existing methods 
for planning, budgeting and forecasting. 
This is of particular concern in light 
of business’ need for forward-looking 
information. Our local research conducted 
in 20102 indicated that nearly 75% of 
respondents believed that improved 
budgeting and forecasting would enhance 
the overall financial performance of their 
organisations, but almost half were 
dissatisfied with their existing budgeting 
skills. 

2Improving financial performance in 2010 
and beyond

The downturn brought inadequate 
budgeting and forecasting skills into 
sharp focus - before the downturn our 
local surveys indicated that fewer than 
half of organisations believed improved 
budgeting and forecasting should be a 
priority. 

Improving these processes in a volatile 
environment is often easier said than 
done. In fact, our experience shows that 
the planning, budgeting and forecasting 
process, is often the most difficult process 
to improve. Sophisticated budgeting and 
forecasting tools are certainly enablers of 
an improved process, but budgeting and 
forecasting should never be regarded as 
a purely mechanistic exercise. The value 
of finance professionals with a deep 
understanding of the business (and the 
key drivers of the business) should not be 
underestimated.

Participants in the survey generally 
rated processes that are directly under 
the control of finance higher than those 
that span multiple functions in the 
organisation. Fewer than a third of finance 
functions regard the order-to-cash and 
procure-to-pay processes as strengths. In 
our experience, organisations that follow 
a centralised “command and control” 
approach to these processes, are often 
more successful. 

Driving collaboration between finance 
and the business
I once interviewed the CFO of a blue-
chip JSE listed company and asked him 
what he believed the CFO’s most critical 
role was in an organisation. Without 
a moment’s hesitation, he said it was 
to “play an integrating role” within 
the executive tier. This CFO clearly 
understood the need for collaboration 
with the broader team. To quote 
Charles Darwin: “In the long history of 
humankind (and animal kind, too) those 
who learned to collaborate and improvise 
most effectively have prevailed.”

The CFO Survey highlights a growing 
trend among finance personnel that have 
begun to realise that their relationships 
with other functions (including human 
resources, IT and legal) are in need 
of improvement. In fact, fewer than 
40% of survey participants rated their 
relationship with IT as a strength. If 
one considers the crucial role IT needs 
to play in enabling finance to fulfil 
the role of “visionary”, improving this 
relationship should be a clear priority 
for finance in the short term. As the 
finance director at a large South African 
manufacturer said: “Financial reporting, 
planning, and budgeting require 
investment in systems, training, and 
also the involvement of the different 
areas in the value chain to get relevant 
and meaningful business performance 
information to be automated”.

Conclusion
The evolution from scorekeeper to 
visionary is not an overnight exercise. 
It requires careful planning together 
with balancing of the efficient with the 
effective, risk and reward, incremental 
change and disruption. Or, to (mis)
quote Bela Bartok “In finance there 
are only fast or slow developments. 
Essentially it is a matter of evolution, 
not revolution.” asa

To access a copy of Improving financial 
performance in 2010 and beyond, visit 
www.kpmg.co.za.

15 MIN  
CPD VERIFIABLE ARTICLE
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A Solid Infrastructure

Lloyd Scott Hudson CA(SA) is former CFO, MoreGolf (Pty) Ltd and currently a full-time skier.

ne of the biggest lessons that I have learned as a Chief 
Financial Officer (CFO) came when the Board finally approved 

a major investment in the Group’s IT infrastructure. We had been 
struggling to get timeous accurate information out of the existing IT 
systems, which was impairing our ability to make informed strategic 
decisions.

The company’s Chief Information Officer (CIO) and I were assigned 
with the task of transforming the Group’s IT systems, which we 
estimated would culminate in an eighteen month project. We aptly 
named the Project ‘O

2
’ as we felt that the systems were in dire 

need of a boost of oxygen. 

Our thinking going into the project was that our IT system was 
flawed, and that we needed to catapult it out of the window and 
implement a completely new system. To say that the task was 
daunting would be an understatement, as we knew we would 
be turning the business upside down by implementing a new 
system and that the change management obstacles that we would 
encounter would be significant.

Little did we know, in embarking on the project, how our view 
of the current systems would change. With the guidance of an 
innovative consultant, we began to realise that our current software, 
a bespoke application that supported the retail and membership 
POS transactions together with our “SME” ERP application, was in 
fact not fundamentally flawed. The key to our change in thinking was 
that, unless the current system is fundamentally flawed, it is not so 
much about the new system but rather about the precision of its 
implementation, coupled with how the system is used within the 
organisation. 

This change in thinking was further enhanced by a number of 
other pertinent factors, such as the amount of IP invested in the 
current applications, the disruption a new system would cause 
in the current economic climate and the current level of use of 
these systems, and what a new system would need to deliver to 
be perceived as an improvement. Change management should 

also never be ignored in any large project if the project is to be 

implementation of our existing software. 

We approached the re-implementation of the existing software as 
a NEW system, and the project was communicated to the entire 
organisation on this basis. The re-implementation involved taking 
the current software and looking at how it could be reconfigured 
and enhanced to support the business processes best, which we 
also found needed to be critically assessed, as they were not always 
necessarily the most efficient. Our main areas of focus were on the 
consolidation of data, product taxonomies (this is how information 

standardising the Group’s chart of accounts and streamlining and 
standardising the integration between the disparate systems.

The lesson learned was not to rush into the replacement of one’s 
current IT systems if they are not fundamentally flawed. A possible 
re-implementation of the existing system should always be initially 
investigated.

Another big lesson that I have learned as a CFO involves the risks 
of under investing in a company’s support infrastructure (Finance, IT 
and HR). 

If you compare how many Information Technology (IT) and Human 
Resources (HR) staff you have in your business to support the 
number of IT users and employees against industry and world 
standards, you may be surprised at how under resourced are 
these departments. This exercise may well provide some valuable 
insight as to why these departments might not be delivering on 
expectations. 

viewed and treated as a strategic partner. Employees truly are a 
company’s greatest resource and, although we often talk about this, 
we need to start believing it. If HR is just a payroll department, the 
company will never be in a position to extract full value from its 
employees.

If I had the opportunity to do it all over again, I would critically 
assess the members of my finance department from Day 1. People 
DO make or break your business and you need to act decisively in 
getting the right people on the bus and the wrong people off the 
bus. This is not always easy and HR needs to provide support in 
this area. The creation of a strong, cohesive team will ensure that 
‘Together Everyone Achieves More’.

The lesson that I have learned is that a solid support infrastructure 
is critical to the success of any business and its CFO. The support 
infrastructure forms the foundation of a business, and a lack of 
investment in this area will cause the business to be built on an 
immensely shaky foundation. asa
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eing a manager is a difficult and rather challenging 
experience. Whether your role is in a large corporate 

that has been around for many years or in a small, newly 
established organisation, you will always be faced with 
instances where decisions need to be made. It is the decision 
making process that brings to light the different management 
styles that individuals generally adopt. 

her department or function to success – depending on the key 

which that success is arrived at is generically reflective of a 
manager’s ability to use efficiently whatever resources that are 

and objectives are met.

Without a doubt there are, in my opinion, core support 
functions that make an organisation successful – human 
resources management and finance, amongst others. 
However, the size of the entity plays a crucial role in deciding 
whether or not to centralise these functions into one 
department – the finance and administration department.  
The leadership of such a function needs to be financially 
literate and have a strong personality that will match the 

orientated individual that is well-vested in knowledge across 
all levels of business administration; from handling finances 
right through to the management of the human resources 

such activities. This individual also needs to understand all the 
nuances of this multi-faceted department in detail. 

20
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Kopano Xaba, BCom (Hons) is Finance and Administration Manager at Empowerdex (Pty) Ltd.

What better individual to lead this centralised function than the 
CFO (in a large corporate) or a finance manager (in a small to 
medium sized entity). 

Let me paint a scenario for you: What happens if an entity 
is newly established, or has been around for a couple of 
years but hasn’t realised its full growth potential? Do we still 
segregate the above-mentioned functions and appoint one 
person to manage each one separately? What is the most cost 
effective method of guaranteeing success for the company? 
These are some of the questions that are potentially common 
in strategy sessions; simply because each sub-function has 
its own intricate challenges that may not necessarily be 
addressed all at once by applying a single-minded strategy. 
How does the organisation address these questions?

First of all the most cost-effective exercise would be to merge 
these core support functions into one department and appoint 
one person to run with it – whether it be the CFO or finance 
manager. Secondly, this calls for innovative leadership in 
managing the department. The following tips may come in 
handy in increasing the chances of administrative and financial 
success for the organisation:

Innovative human resource solutions
Make an effort to know who works for your organisation 
and what they do. You are in charge of co-ordinating the 
human capital of the entity. This is the work force that will 
contribute to the success of your organisation. Get to know 
what their strengths are and attempt to build on them. The 
important question is this: What training is required to get 
your staff to perform at their peak? Do not be oblivious to 
the fact that “knowledge is power”. It is also critical that you 

manage the staff and get them to deliver for the benefit of the 
organisation.

Innovative financial management
The most important tool you have at your disposal is 
planning. Have a comprehensive financial plan that takes 
into account your organisation’s current financial position 
and accommodates any future budgetary requirements. As 
obvious as this may sound, it is about going back to basics and 
crafting a way forward that will safeguard the organisation’s 
future success. 

The focus should be on cost-cutting and the search for new 
and sustainable revenue generating opportunities. Although 
at this point in time your organisation may have survived the 
recent economic downturn, there is always room for extra 
cash to use in taking advantage of newly identified investment 
opportunities. Growing your organisation can only make it 
strong enough to survive the next  economic storm. asa
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Karyna Pierce CA(SA) is Executive: Finance at the Government Employees Medical Scheme. 

orecasting can be broadly defined as a method or technique for 
estimating future aspects (of which there are many) of a business 

or an operation. There are numerous techniques and methodologies that 
can be applied to accomplish the goal of forecasting. The techniques and 
methodologies applied are usually informed by the type of organisation 
as well as the area of forecasting required.

Planning for the future is a critical aspect of managing any organisation 
and the long-term success of any organisation is closely aligned to 
how well the management of the organisation is able to predict its 
future and develop appropriate strategies to deal with possible future 
developments. Poor forecasts or estimates have proven to lead to 

organisation.  

All forecasting methods can be divided into two broad categories which 
are qualitative or quantitative in nature. Visit www.accountancysa.org.za 
for more information.

Time series 
Time series comprises of four main components: a trend component, a 
cyclical component, a seasonal component and irregular components.   

A trend emerges in a time series due to one or more long-term factors 
changing such as changes in the population size, changes in the 
demographic characteristics of the population or changes in tastes or 
preferences of consumers. The cyclical component is the recurring 
sequence of points above and below the trend line that lasts more than a 
year, and the seasonal component is similar to the cyclical component in 
that they both refer to fluctuations in a time series. However, the seasonal 
component captures the pattern of variability within one year. The irregular 
component represents the residual left in an observation of the time 
series once the effects due to trend, cyclical and seasonal are removed.

Strategic forecasting
Strategic forecasting approaches must consider a wide range of 
variables, some of which include market segmentation, demand drivers 
and the product life cycle. A closer view of these three aspects is 
considered below.

Market segmentation
   There has been an increasing recognition that consumer markets are 

not homogeneous and can be segmented according to a number of 
dimensions, one of which is demographics.  The approach to market 
segmentation is mainly based on user needs, affordability and the 
approach towards a specific product or service.

   Market segmentation is a critical part of strategic forecasting due 
to the fact that the analysis of demand drivers is usually done for 
each identified segment.  Each segment’s demand is evaluated both 
quantitatively and qualitatively which provides insights to creating 
strategies for reaching specific segments. It provides sufficient 
information about the assumptions applied in the forecasting that are 

specific to that segment which can be tested to identify weaknesses 

Demand drivers
  When considering the demand drivers in a strategic forecast, one 

needs to consider the inherent product or service characteristics and 
if there are possible substitutions, the forces beyond the control of 
the manufacturer or service provider, as well as the velocity drivers.

Product life cycle
   Identifying where products are along the product life cycle provides 

management with important strategic insights, such as when and 
how to invest. 

A strategic forecasting approach provides a rational and methodical way 
to project the demand of a product or service and contributes to the 
enhancement of decision making. It needs to be an ongoing process as 
part of the strategic planning of an organisation, since consumer needs, 
the affordability of the product or service and the approach towards a 
specific product or service, as well as competitors, change over time.

There are certain limitations to forecasts and several strategic 
forecasting paradoxes that managers should bear in mind, which 
include:

 the most important managerial decisions an organisation can make 
are based on the least accurate forecasts; or
 the most useful forecast information for strategic planning is the 
least accurate; or
 the organisations that need the most accurate forecast have the 
largest forecast error.

Forecasting considering the economic outlook
Any forecasting approach must consider the economic outlook of the 
country and the industry it operates within, as these impact directly on 
various components of forecasting. In considering the current economic 
environment, an important consideration is that inflation and interest 
rates are at historic lows and the prospects for 2011 are positive.  The 
expected GDP growth for 2011 is estimated at 3,4% as indicated by the 
Minister of Finance during his budget speech on 23 February 2011.  

The improved outlook stems mainly from a more optimistic projection of 
household consumption expenditure.  While the consumer price inflation 
(CPI) remained well within the Reserve Bank’s 3% to 6% target band 
during 2010, it is expected to rise close to 6% in the second half of 2011, 
due to higher fuel and food prices.  

The impact of higher household consumption expenditure, fuel and 
food prices are important considerations for forecasting in 2011 and 
beyond. asa
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he Information Technology (IT) industry is no stranger to 
change. Nor is it an industry that has walked out unscathed 

from business transitions brought on by economic pressures and 
collapsing markets. It is, however, an industry that is well used to 
transformation and one that is having to become more and more 
accountable, especially around the boardroom table.

The cowboy days of IT managers and CIOs are long past, and 
decisions taken by these teams not only have to be vetted and 
approved at board level, but also need to provide a strategic benefit 
to the business. It is with this that the CFO has taken a firmer 
grip on control of technology investments, decisions and, in many 
instances, the IT department itself.

While the link between technology and finance has in many 
circumstances always been tenuous, the landscape is changing and 
the two are working hand in glove to make decisions that meet the 
demands of both. After the recent global credit crisis, the role of 
the CFO has taken on a different view, no longer just juggling the 
balance sheet, but taking an active role in business decisions as 
well.

But why has the traditional bean counter taken on a different view 
and, for the most part, a more active decision making role when it 
comes to technology? One of the reasons for this is that markets 
have changed, disposable Capex has shrunk, and operating budgets 
are under constant review, every penny spent needs to present a 
rational ROI in a reasonable amount of time. Long IT projects that 
can’t place a timeline on the delivery of this promise are simply no 
longer an option.

Another reason is that of corporate governance and legislation. 
As per the latest King III report, every board member is now 
accountable for every decision taken in an organisation. Ambivalence 
or the statement “I was not aware” is simply just not an option.  
With industry watchdogs now placing a closer magnifying glass on 
businesses in general, there is a strong ethos arising in companies 
that revolves around sticking to the rules and within the letter of the 
law, and no one takes this more to heart than the CFO.

The impact of this can clearly be evidenced in the nature of the 
relationship between the CFO, the CIO and IT management at large. 
Disposable IT budgets are a thing of the past. Every penny spent on 
technology needs to be motivated, accounted for and presented at a 
board level before being shared out.  

In some instances, there has been resistance to this shift, but the 
forward thinking IT person knows that to nurture the relationship is 
to be able to win the budget. How is this being achieved? IT is no 
longer talking in Gigs and Bytes, but rather in business value and 
performance management.  It is starting to put systems in place that 
are able to track and monitor performance and benefits, while still 
yielding business value.

CFOs ’vs‘ CIOs

Stuart Cohen is a Sales Manager at KSS, a partner of Westcon and NetApp and a local company.  

The effective IT manager knows that the financial department is 
watching every line of expenditure and doesn’t just promote the 
purchasing of technology but, early on in negotiating the benefits 
of replacement, already starts presenting financing options and 
potential leasing agreements for each deal.  

The effective IT manager also knows that the CFO is a cautious 
individual, and that there are a number of departments fighting for 
the same slice of the pie, so they ensure that all the right ticks are 
next to the right boxes, such as BEE and sustainability factors of a 
deal, before being presenting to the CFO.  

But the CFOs themselves are no longer individuals content to 
sit on the sidelines and wait for their IT managers to bring the 
latest technologies to them. They are becoming a more active 
force in making and identifying technology decisions. They are a 
more knowledgeable power around the boardroom table in these 
decisions and, while they still don’t care about Gigs and Bytes, they 
do care about ROI, business value, performance management and 
productivity, reporting and monitoring. And more importantly they 
care about transparency and accountability.

The rise of the CFO does not mean the fall of IT, but rather the rise 
of IT as the value house it has always striven to be. asa
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Strong Company Performance

Lance Tomlinson CA(SA) is Assurance Leader for Africa at Ernst & Young.

 new Ernst & Young report, Finance 
Forte – the future of finance leadership, 

suggests there is a correlation between 
strong company performance and the extent 
to which CFOs and their organisations take 
a formal approach to talent development 
and succession planning. However, only a 
minority of companies are currently adopting 
such a formal approach.

Companies with revenue growth of 5% 
or more over the past 12 months are 
considerably more likely to have identified 
potential successors to the CFO. Just 
28% of companies have either identified a 
specific candidate to succeed to the Group 
CFO position or have several candidates 
in mind. The need for formal succession 
planning is also emphasised by the survey 
finding that companies performing strongly 
are more likely to recruit internally. While 
organisations have an important role 
to play in future CFO development, the 
responsibility is a shared one with aspirants 
and the current Group CFO.

A steep ladder to climb
Candidates need to do more to acquire 
the range of skills and experience required 
to be a CFO. While 73% of the finance 
professionals surveyed think there 
are currently very few people in their 
organisation that have the skills to succeed 
at the role, the leading CFOs interviewed 
believe there is not a lack of talent, rather just 
lack of opportunities for developing the skills 
required for the top job. The study identifies 
nine key areas a potential CFO should 
develop to ensure he or she is well prepared 
to meet the future challenges of the role, of 
which three of the most important include 
building a breadth of finance experience, 
experience of shared service centre 
implementation, and international experience 
– particularly in emerging markets.

Diversity is more important than focus
67% of CFOs surveyed believed that aspiring 
CFOs who have spent their entire career 
in specialist finance functions will find 
themselves at a disadvantage to those with 
direct commercial experience. However, only 
a slim majority of respondents believe their 

organisation creates opportunities for finance 
talent to develop these skills. 

Finance transformation initiatives are 
impacting the long-term talent pipeline. 
Only 32% of aspiring Group CFOs 
surveyed had leadership experience 
with outsourced shared service centres. 
While the introduction of shared services 
centres as part of a broader agenda of 
finance transformation has helped finance 
professionals to focus on the ‘business 
partner’ aspects of the role, it also has 
some unseen implications for the long-term 
talent pipeline. By migrating transactional 
processes to centralised or outsourced 
providers, organisations may no longer be 
giving finance professionals experience of 
the fundamental skills of finance. Also, the 
big project experience of implementing 
and managing a shared service centre is 
increasingly becoming a core competence for 
senior finance professionals. 

Understanding of emerging markets 
dynamics is key
The majority of survey respondents 
(56%) also see international experience 

as a key area of development for future 
finance leaders. 

This is particularly relevant to African 
respondents where the importance of 
fast-growing emerging markets, both 
as a source of growth and a destination 
for shared service centres, highlights 
the importance for future CFOs to gain 
understanding of different international 
business environments. Companies 
should anticipate these requirements by 
putting in place structured career paths 
that include periods in both emerging 
and developed markets. 

Regardless of where a candidate comes 
from within a company, moving into 
the top job is a big leap and getting 
bigger all the time. Aspirants must build 
relationships with the right stakeholders, 
gain broad commercial and strategic 
experience and learn how to build and 
lead diverse teams of specialists.

CFOs and candidates differ on right 
approach to talent development
Four-fifths of CFOs that responded to 
the survey said they did have a role in 
developing the potential CFOs within 
their company, and many are measured 
on this. However, the majority of 
Group CFOs are likely to approach it in 
an informal way, whereas their direct 
reports consider that mentoring should 
be much more formalised. Leading CFOs 
interviewed for this report also believe 
that a formal approach is essential to 
develop candidates. African respondents 
fared better than their counterparts 
in the rest of the area with more of 
them having a formal CFO succession 
programme. Given that strong company 
performance is linked to formal CFO 
development, and the CFO role is 
increasingly becoming more central to 
business strategy and growth, these 
diverging approaches could impede 
future growth and response to emerging 
economic challenges. asa

For the detailed report please visit 
www.ey.com/za. 
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POs in South Africa are governed by the Non-profit 
Organisations Act (No 71 of 1997), which has repealed the 

Fund-raising Act (No 107 of 1978) except for Chapter 2 of the Fund-
raising Act that deals with disaster and relief funds. The NPO Act 
came into effect on 1 September 1998.

The NPO Act defines an NPO as a trust, company or other 
association of people established for a public purpose, and the 
income and property are not distributed amongst its members or 
staff except to pay for a service. So, in terms of the Act, NPOs 
are organisations that are not set up for a person’s own profit but 
are there to serve the public or some common interest of their 
members. The Act aims to meet these objectives by allowing 
organisations to register with the directorate of the Department of 
Social Development. This is called voluntary registration.

Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) are usually non-profit 
organisations.

An NPO can choose to be one of the following structures: Section 
21 companies; trusts or voluntary associations.

The role of Board of Trustees/Directors in NPOs
Because of the increased scrutiny under which NPOs are operating, 
management and board members have become increasingly 
aware of the internal controls needed to reduce the possibility of 
fraud. The general belief that not-for-profit entities are under the 
leadership of officers and boards motivated by generous, altruistic 
beliefs, who are genuinely committed to the social goals of their 
organisations has been undermined by disclosures of many 
financial scandals, especially in the post-Enron era, which began 
in late 2001. NPOs have been found guilty of flagrant violations of 
laws, and of fraud. 

Boards of not-for-profits are expected to be aware of the potential 
for fraud in the use of resources. This is important for three major 
reasons. 

 First, every rand lost to fraud represents a lost ability to provide 
needed public services.
 Second, the sector is facing increased public scrutiny, primarily 
as a result of detailed financial information becoming more 
available. 
 Finally, the publicising of many such fraud cases may result in an 
unwillingness of donors to give to any non-profit organisation. 

The role of CFOs in NPOs
CFOs working for non-profit organisations face different challenges 
than the typical corporate CFOs, for example:

 executives working for non-profit organisations often face 
greater public scrutiny and greater accountability for the way 
funds are spent; and
 such a CFO generally is dealing with a smaller budget and lack 
of resources.

The variety within the non-profit organisation sector demands that 
CFOs possess experience in a number of categories including 
human resources, information technology, administration, risk 
management and legal issues, not strictly only finance. 

Non-profit organisations have to be accountable to the public, 
which means all stakeholders, for example, donors, people 
benefiting from the organisation’s work, the general public and 
the government are aware of how money is being spent by the 
organisation

One of the challenges facing the NPOs is sustainability. To 
counter this challenge, NPOs create endowments. In simple 
terms, an endowment is a sum of money that an organisation 
invests and grows wisely and spends income from such an 
endowment prudently, so that the organisation can continue to 
fund its operations into perpetuity. 

Richard Holloway, in his handbook entitled “Towards Financial 
Self-Reliance”, cites the most common means of establishing an 
endowment or reserve, or sustainability fund, as follows:

 a substantial grant that has, as its primary purpose, the 
ongoing contribution to operating or core costs of the 
recipient organisation;
 the accumulation of substantial grants to form an 
endowment, which will be large enough to generate income 
to support both core and project costs;
 a substantial grant, which is seen as a form of termination of 
core funding by the donor agency concerned;
 the provision of an endowment as a form of challenge to 
other donor agencies supportive of the objectives of the 

 the accumulation of undesignated surpluses or income, 
including interest, by an organisation and the investment 
or designation thereof as an endowment reserve or 
sustainability reserve.

The primary benefit of the organisational endowment would 
appear to be the sense of security it provides to the trustees, 
management and staff. This was highlighted by the widely felt 
concern in South Africa, post 1994, that foreign donor assistance 
to South African NGOs could materially decline. 

A secondary benefit, and one which is no less important 
organisationally, is that the surplus funds invested in, or 
constituting the endowment reserve, play a critical role in cash 
flow terms. NGOs experience erratic income flows but have 
a significant component of fixed monthly overheads. Surplus 
funds in an endowment reserve provide a buffer and enable such 
organisations to weather periods of cash flow deficit. 

Another benefit of having an endowment is that some of 
the resources used for fundraising can be redeployed into 
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the programme work of the organisation. The amount of 
released resources would obviously depend on the size 
of the endowment and the interest needed to sustain the 
programme work.

NPOs are encouraged to register as PBOs (Public Benefit 
Organisations). Section 30 (1) of the Income Tax Act No. 
58 of 1962 (the Act) defines a PBO as either a company 
formed and incorporated under Section 21 of the 
Companies Act No. 61 of 1973, or a trust or an association 
of persons.

funds in various investments. The income derived from those 
investments will generally be exempt from tax because the 
investment of surplus funds is not regarded as carrying on a 
business or trade. Section 10(1)(cN) of the Act recognises that 
income derived otherwise than from any business undertaking 
or trading activity will not be subject to income tax. Thus, the 
interest received on bank deposits or foreign dividends on unit 
trusts held by a PBO and related investment income will not 
be taxed in accordance with the provisions contained in the 
Section.

Paragraph 5.3.2.3 of Tax Exemption, Guide for Public Benefit 
Organisations in South Africa states that: “The Act no longer 
prescribes how surplus funds of a PBO may be invested. The 
former investment restrictions have been deleted and a PBO 
is now permitted to invest surplus funds as desired, provided 
this does not amount to an indirect distribution of profits or 
the award of an impermissible benefit. Fiduciaries should act 
with prudence, integrity and reasonable care”.

South Africa maintains separate accounting standards for 
private sector and public sector. Private sector standards, 
known as IFRS or GAAP, are the responsibility of the South 
African Institute of Chartered Accountants (SAICA) whilst 
the public sector standards, known as GRAP, fall under the 

are no major bodies, in South Africa, that issue accounting 

standards for non-profit organisations. As such NPOs rely on 
IFRS. This poses a problem as these standards are not suitable 
for NPOs as such.

CFOs for NPOs use a number of measures to assess the 
performance of an NPO. Among financial measures that are 
relevant are: 

Conclusion
The role of CFOs in non-profit organisations has become 
increasingly more complex in response to growing pressure 
from the public and regulators for transparency. Not only does 
the new CFO need to be well versed in the IFRSs but also must 
understand all the compliance issues that surround the NPO. 
Layers upon layers of changing regulations create a need for 
CFOs that can adapt to a continually evolving environment. asa
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s your incentive travel programme only motivating 20% of your sales 
force, with the same people qualifying year after year? To change 

this, you need to engage with your staff, restructure your incentive 
programme to motivate the entire workforce and ensure that you 
maximise the motivational benefit of your spend. 

Research has shown a correlation between improvements made 
to incentive programmes and performance gain within companies. 
Incentive programmes can, according to Society for Incentive & Travel 
Executives, increase work performance by up to 22%.  

Travel incentives are effective motivational tools as they recognise and 
reward employees, make them feel appreciated, and satisfy the need 
for novelty, physical activity, knowledge and the need to relax away 
from work. The success of travel as an incentive also lies in its trophy 
value. Winners can openly talk about their trip without being seen as 
overly boastful. But, if not structured, effectively travel incentives can 
fail dismally. 

Engage employees 
Explore the views of your unique set of employees, not only the top 
achievers but all employees. What factors would impact their level of 
motivation? Research points to the importance of having a choice rather 
than receiving a pre-selected reward, the value of being able to weigh 
up and decide on the class of hotel accommodation, length of stay and 

motivational value, so too is the option of inviting a guest or family 
member to join, even at their own expense. A tangible reward also 
offers better motivational benefits than cash or a cash card. 

Motivate the entire workforce 
Consider the structure of the incentive programme. Many 
companies are faced with the scenario where a selected number 
of people benefit from incentive travel programmes, while the 
majority view these rewards as unattainable. It’s important to 
consider that a 5% performance gain from the middle 60% 
could contribute over 70% more revenue than a 5% shift in the 
top 10%. One way of ensuring greater participation is a tiered 
travel incentive structure consisting of a main incentive as well 
as smaller incentives or tangible rewards. Another is to use an 
open ended goal structure aligned to your company objectives, 
where the individual works towards attaining a personal goal 
rather than a set target; this changes the focus and ensures that 
what was once unattainable becomes possible. Group incentive 
travel can also assist in energising and motivating a larger group of 
employees.  

The incentive programme should also be integrated into your 
internal communication strategy. Continuous communication from 
teasers to desk drops, company memos and posters to creative 
intranet and website support ensures greater awareness and 
impact throughout the company. 

Maximise the benefit of programme spend 
You need the right balance between motivation and investment. 
A clear understanding of the attributes and potential trade-offs 
(a more exotic destination for less expensive hotel) will enable 
you to make an informed choice and get the best return on your 
investment. asa

Incentive Travel Programmes 

Themba Mthombeni, BCom (Hons), MBL, is the CEO of Duma Travel. For more information please 
visit www.dumatravel.co.za
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n January 25, 2011 the 
Johannesburg Stock Exchange 

(JSE) unveiled a Discussion Paper on 
its ground-breaking integrated reporting 
framework to provide guidance to its 400 
listed companies that are now subject 
to a mandatory requirement by the 
exchange to issue integrated reports. This 
momentous shift in required reporting 
has thrown South Africa and the JSE, 
and indeed, integrated reporting, into 

previously considered a nascent or 
even fringe movement has reached an 
irreversible tipping point that will have 
far-reaching effects on business planning 
and reporting both inside and outside of 
South Africa.

The concept of Integrated Reporting – or 
“One Report”, as defined by Harvard 
Business School Professor Robert G. 
Eccles and Grant Thornton Partner 
Michael P. Krzus in their seminal book 
One Report: Integrated Reporting for a 
Sustainable Strategy – essentially means 
providing information on financial and 
non-financial performance in a single 
document. The report should attempt 
to draw relationships and conclusions 
on how these interrelated performance 
dimensions are creating, preserving or 
destroying value for shareholders and 
other stakeholders.

After the publication of One Report and 
the King III Report in South Africa, an 
international movement headed by Prince 
Charles’ Accounting for Sustainability 
(A4S) and the Global Reporting Initiative 
(GRI) created the International Integrated 
Reporting Committee (IIRC) in 2010. 
Despite the formation of this committee, 
however, and the growing consensus 
among accountants, business leaders, 
investors and policy makers that 
integrated reporting is a good thing for 
business, there is still no global standard 
or framework. 

This is why the work done in South Africa 
under the leadership of Professor Mervyn 
King, author of King III and Chairman of 

Integrated Reporting

Kyle Armbrester and Tiffany Clay are candidates for MBAs at the Harvard Business School.
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the Integrated Reporting Committee of 
South Africa, will have a tremendous 
impact on this growing and rapidly 
evolving international movement. Within 
South Africa, the framework provides the 
first guidance for integrated reporting, 
which will prove helpful to the JSE’s 
listed companies. The benefits to these 
companies, in terms of enhancing their 
ability to create value for shareholders 
over the long term, as well as the 
benefits to South Africa’s economy as a 
whole through increased attractiveness 
to foreign investors, will be immense. 
Integrated reporting will also help create 
a more sustainable society in South 
Africa and, eventually, the world.

The South African guidelines will also 
help push forward the international 
debate on integrated reporting. 
Companies interested in integrated 
reporting are grasping for a framework 
for doing so since one does not exist. The 
IIRC has done much to build awareness 
about the need to achieve global 
consensus, but the lack of agreement to 
date has threatened momentum in the 
movement. 

The publication of the JSE’s draft 
guidelines restores that momentum 
by providing an example of one of 
the world’s leading stock exchanges 
taking integrated reporting seriously, an 
achievement whose ramifications are 
already being felt. Indeed, inspired by the 
JSE’s leadership, Aviva Investors, one 
of the leading global asset managers, 
published in February an open letter to 
the CEOs of global listing authorities 
and stock exchanges to demand 
that sustainability reporting become 
embedded within listing rules. A paradigm 
shift is in the making.

Some have challenged the JSE’s draft 
guidelines and the process by which they 

will and should be a vigorous debate on 
specific guidelines during the three month 
public comment period. Many have also 
challenged the guidelines on the basis of 

the difficulty the stock exchange will face 
in ensuring their implementation, which 
will be difficult given their principles-based 
approach. The drafters of the published 
guidelines do not deny these challenges 
but recognise that the draft guidelines 
are but a first step towards achieving a 
framework based on a global consensus. 

To quote Mervyn King during the press 
conference announcing the guidelines’ 
release, “This is a journey that we are all 
embarking on together.” The forthcoming 
debate over specific provisions and 
implementation should not be confused 
with the debate over the value of 
integrated reporting. 

Having attained the backing of a wide 
range of prominent industry and 
professional groups in South Africa – 
including the SA Institute of Chartered 
Accountants, the Chartered Secretaries 
Southern Africa, the Banking Association 
SA, the Association for Savings and 
Investment SA, and the Institute of 
Directors in Southern Africa – the 
pertinent question is no longer whether 
integrated reporting has merit but 
rather, how best companies can pursue 
integrated reporting.

Thirteen thousand kilometres away from 
Johannesburg in Boston, Massachusetts 
we take great interest in South Africa’s 
achievement. As current MBA students 
at the Harvard Business School we 
are helping to reshape the curriculum 
at the business school by developing 
an innovative course in the MBA and 
executive education programme focused 
on integrated reporting and sustainable 
business models with Professors Robert 
Eccles and George Serafeim. Additionally, 
the new Dean of HBS, Nitin Nohria, 
has said that “integrated reporting is 
an idea whose time has come”, and has 
committed to publishing an integrated 
report at HBS, the first of its kind by 
a university. Our efforts to promote 
integrated reporting have been greatly 
helped by the JSE’s leadership on this 
important issue.
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Some Q&As to Consider
By Leigh Roberts CA(SA)
Q: What is the difference between an 
annual report and an integrated report?
A: The answer is a lot!  In my opinion, an 
integrated report is described best by using 
the metaphor of an octopus. The head of 
the octopus is the integrated report. It 
tells the high-level story of the company’s 
strategy, activities and performance 
reflecting how sustainability issues impact 
on the company’s operations and how 
the company’s operations impact on the 
environment and society. 

This report will be read by a wide range 
of stakeholders that need to assess the 
company’s longer term sustainability 
and to assess, on an informed basis, 
whether the board is adequately dealing 
with sustainability issues. So back to the 
octopus … each arm of the octopus can 
be viewed as a detailed report or area of 
additional information of the company, for 
instance, the annual financial statements 
(AFS) is one arm, the sustainability report 
or detailed information another, the 
corporate governance report another, and 
so on. Each of the arms can be fashioned 
to meet the specific needs of a particular 
stakeholder group, for instance, the AFS to 
investors.

It may also be useful to look at ‘real life’ 
integrated report. Novo Nordisk offers 
a good example; the Danish-based 
healthcare company is into its seventh 
year of integrated reporting (http://
annualreport2010.novonordisk.com/

downloads/download-annual-report-2010-
pdf.aspx).

Q: Can you take excerpts from the AFS 
and the sustainability report and call it an 
integrated report? 
A: This is unlikely to achieve the intended 
outcome of an integrated report. The 
reason being that both of these detailed 
reports usually offer a particular stream 
of information that is seldom linked back 
(or integrated) with either the company’s 
strategy or the information contained in the 
other detailed report. The integrated report 
needs to offer users information with 
which they can make an assessment of 
the company’s ability to create and sustain 
value over the longer term (i.e. its longer 
term sustainability). And because we live 
in a time of changing social dynamics 
(witness the remarkable changes in the 
middle East) and competition for natural 
resources, a company’s long-term viability 
is dependent on these issues.  

Q: What does all this mean for audit and 
assurance? 
A: The implications are currently being 
debated. The issues are numerous and 
include the scope of combined assurance, 
assurance on sustainability issues, and the 
form of the audit and assurance report(s) 
the integrated report itself. Adding interest 
to the scenario is that there is not much 
international guidance around. The audit 
profession in South Africa, whether it likes 
it or not, may well be at the global forefront 
in dealing with the assurance implications 
of integrated reporting. asa
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nvestors wishing to diversify their portfolios do so by investing in 
various asset classes (including equities, bonds and property) and by 

gaining exposure to various geographic regions. In this way, investors can 
obtain exposure to other currencies and markets from the countries in 
which they live. The idea behind this is to gain exposure to a wider array 
of markets and in this way, to reduce risk. 

Previously this involved cumbersome paperwork and special 
dispensations from the South African Reserve Bank. Several products 
launched by the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) now make offshore 
exposure more accessible to individual investors. The JSE’s offshore 
offerings are regulated by and traded on the Johannesburg Stock 
Exchange and include International Derivatives (IDX) (derivatives on listed 
blue chip companies from around the world), international ETFs, currency 
futures and commodity derivatives.

International ETFs
Deutsche Bank X-Trackers offer a suite of Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) 
on major international indices, accessible through the JSE. 

ETFs are passive investments holding the same stocks as benchmark indices 
but traded on the stock market like ordinary shares. ETFs are a cheap and 
effective way to get a broad exposure to a particular market or sector. 

A passive exposure is one that tries to simply copy the holdings of the 
index. This has lower costs than an active fund that tries to select the 
best stocks in an index. ETFs have risen sharply in popularity, partly owing 
to the low fees (including hidden trading costs) an investor pays the asset 
manager to manage their holdings. Active management requires lots of 
research, skillful managers and frequent trading, all of which is expensive. 
By copying the holdings of an index, an ETF can keep its costs low 
guaranteeing the investor a return close to the market return. A list of all 
the international ETFs is currently available on the JSE’s website1.

Currency Futures
The JSE also offers Cash Settled Currency Futures on the following 

instruments that allow speculators and hedgers to successfully manage 
their exposure to currency fluctuations. 

The currency futures market has grown exponentially since its launch in 
June 2007 and is one of the JSE’s fastest growing markets. To find out 
more about Currency Futures and options please go to the JSE’s website2 
or speak to your broker. 

International Derivatives
The JSE launched International Derivatives (IDX) in 2008 in collaboration 
with Deutsche Bank and Investec Capital Markets to provide South 
African investors with an opportunity to gain exposure to the 
price movements of internationally listed equities and, potentially, 
internationally recognised indices.  

International Derivatives are cash settled derivatives on offshore 
equities. IDX instruments reference foreign currencies and are traded 
and settled in Rand. As such, they are a natural hedge against any 
weakening of the Rand. IDX allows South African investors to trade 
derivatives on companies like Berkshire Hathaway, Vodafone, Nokia 
and Bank of America. The initiative also allows for diversification due 
to the availability of equities that are relatively uncorrelated with the 
current universe of South African stocks.
  
A derivative is a geared investment instrument that allows you to put 
down a deposit (initial margin) to obtain full exposure to the stock 
price movements. You will be paid out or have to pay in cash based on 
the share price’s movement and whether you are “long” or “short” 
the stock. Gearing offers significant returns but can also result in 
significant losses if the market moves against your position. Only 
experienced investors or investors with the help and advice of an 
experienced adviser should participate in this market. It is important 
for investors entering this market to be aware of the risks involved.

With IDX, certain South African investors can obtain exposure to 
foreign equities without using up their offshore investment allowance. 
The JSE’s website has further information3.

Other factors about IDX are: 
 They can be traded through your existing broker without any special 
permissions 
 You will be able to access industries which are not well-represented 
on the JSE allowing you to diversify their portfolios by sector
 Trading in an exchange-listed product removes risk associated 
to the person or entity with whom the initial transaction was 
concluded. The exchange becomes the counter-party to every 
futures position after trade. 

Commodity Derivatives 
In the past, most South African investors could only obtain exposure 
to the prices of commodities indirectly. Investors had to channel funds 
through commodity-producing companies. Investing in a company 
meant that events specific to that company could cause its share price 
performance to diverge from the price performance of the underlying 
commodity. 

Investors are now able to gain exposure, trading in local currency, to a 
number of international commodities through derivative instruments 
listed on the JSE that reference the foreign market. Through a 
licensing agreement with CME Group, the world’s largest and most 
diverse derivative exchange, investors can now gain exposure to a 
number of precious and base metals including the highly liquid WTI 
crude oil market. Local liquidity is guaranteed through market makers 

offer spreads. asa

Please visit www.accountancysa.org.za for concluding parts of 
the article.

Offshore Investing

Romy Foltan, M (Economics), is Investor Relations Associate, JSE .
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Taxation

Susan McCready CA(SA), H.Dip Tax, is Senior Manager, International  Tax Services, KPMG Services (Proprietary) Limited.

he new and much-awaited revision to the taxation of employer-
paid lump sums came into effect on 1 March 2011. 

Perhaps the following is a familiar scenario: you are a high net-worth 
individual, well-established in your career as a Managing Director 
in your company. You are contemplating early retirement. Your 
company will be paying you a “golden handshake”, and you will be 
taking a lump sum benefit from the company pension fund, of which 
you have been a member through your company for many years.

The South African Revenue Service (SARS) distinguishes between 
the sources of a lump sum in an employee’s hands when it comes 
to their taxation. A lump sum paid on retrenchment or early 
retirement could potentially be paid directly by an employer to an 
employee, or it could be paid out by a retirement fund (pension, 
provident or retirement annuity), on the occasion of that employee’s 
cessation as a member of that fund.

A lump sum paid by a retirement fund duly falls into an individual’s 
gross income for the year. But if that individual ceases to be a 
member on account of his or her death or retirement (the latter 
being at the appropriate age as defined in terms of the rules of 
the particular pension fund) the first R315 000 of such amount 
(cumulatively taking into account all such amounts that may 
previously have been received by the individual) is tax-free. A 
sliding scale of tax is applied up to R945 000 (inclusive of the first 
R315 000 tax-free), whereafter the balance of any lump sum would 
be taxable at the maximum rate of 36%.

With effect from 1 March 2009, this R300 000 tax-free exemption  
(R315 000 with effect from 1 March 2011) was extended to apply 
to qualifying lump sums paid to persons in consequence of their 
withdrawal from membership of a retirement fund, under the 
appropriate qualifying conditions, set out below.

If the fund pays a withdrawal benefit to an employee in 
consequence of the termination or loss of employment due to his 
employer having ceased to carry on trade, or if the employee has 
become redundant as a consequence of the employer effecting a 
general reduction in staff, or, a reduction in staff of a particular class, 
then the benefit will be taxed as if the employee had retired or died, 
i.e. it is treated as a “retirement fund lump sum benefit”, as defined.

A lump sum paid by a retirement fund to a departing member in 
consequence of the termination or loss of employment, however, 
does not qualify as a retirement fund lump sum benefit if it is paid 
to an individual who held, at any time, more than 5% of the equity 
shares of his employer-company.

This means that if you ever held more than f5% of the shares 
in your company, and despite being paid in respect of your 
retrenchment, the withdrawal amount paid out by your pension 
fund before your official retirement date in terms of the fund’s rules, 
would not qualify as a retirement fund lump sum benefit, as defined. 
Thus, the first R315 000 would not be tax free. It would not qualify 
as a retirement benefit because it would have been paid too early.  

Instead, it would be treated for tax purposes as an ordinary 
withdrawal benefit in your hands, of which only the first R22 500 
would be tax free (provided that the R22 500 has not been set off 
any previous lump sum withdrawal benefit from any pension fund 
from which you may have withdrawn in the past).

In this scenario, you would be best advised to wait until your official 
retirement date as set out in terms of the fund rules before taking 
your withdrawal benefit. Should you exercise such patience, then 
the lump sum would be treated as a retirement fund lump sum 
benefit,  irrespective of your having been a shareholder, and thus 
the first R315 000 would be treated as tax-free (assuming that you 
had not previously accessed this exemption). 

A lump sum paid directly by the employer to an employee who is 
either retiring or being retrenched also falls into the individual’s 
gross income for the year. The tax concessions have been 
different from those available to retirement fund lump sums 
for such amounts up until 28 February 2011. Instead of the first 
R315 000 potentially being tax-free, a once-in-a-lifetime R30 000 
exemption has been available to the taxpayer in respect of 
appropriately qualifying lump sums. The balance was then taxed at 
an average tax rate determined in terms of a formula (“the rating 
formula”).

As of 1 March 2011, however, the R30 000 exemption falls away, 
and a new definition, “severance benefits”, enters the tax arena. A 
severance benefit is a lump sum paid by one’s employer in respect 
of one of the following events:

 The employee has attained the age of 55 years or older; or
 The employee’s services are being terminated due to ill-health 
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or some form of permanent physical incapacity related to ageing 
or through an accident; or
 The employee’s services are terminating, due to the employer 
ceasing the trade in respect of which the person was employed, 
or the person has become redundant in consequence of a general 
staff reduction or reduction in staff of a particular class by the 
person’s employer (unless you ever held more than 5% of the 
shares in your employer company).

Returning to our scenario, if you accept a voluntary retrenchment 
package from your employer before the age of 55, the good news 
is that this will qualify as a “severance benefit”, and thus, taking into 
account any other similar lump sums you may have received in the 
past, the first R315 000 of the lump sum will be tax-free. 

Of course, you only receive the R315 000 exemption once in your 
life. Let’s assume that you accept a retrenchment package from your 
employer before the age of 55 and you are in the fortunate position 
of also being paid out a lump sum withdrawal benefit from your 
retirement fund as a result of your retrenchment. Effectively, in working 
out your tax liability, you would add the two lump sums together and 
set off the exemption available to you, i.e. the full R315 000, provided 
that you had not previously used any of this exemption. 

As mentioned above, if you at any stage held more than 5% of the 
shares in your employer-company, a lump sum benefit paid on your 
retrenchment by your employer would not qualify for the R315 000 
tax-free exemption. You would then be advised not to accept a 
retrenchment package, but rather to wait until you are 55 years of age. 
A lump sum paid to you by your employer after 55 years would then 
qualify as a severance benefit on the basis of your age.  

A severance benefit may also include a lump sum paid by the employer 
in consequence of an employee’s death, which will be deemed to have 
been paid out immediately prior to the death. 

A sliding scale of tax is applicable to severance benefits with effect 
from 1 March 2011, up to a maximum rate of 36%, as indicated above. 
This is in terms of the same tax table as retirement fund lump sum 
benefits have been taxed since 1 March 2009. 

Finally, a word on the “rating formula”. This refers to a formula that was 
applied to lump sums paid by the employer in order to calculate the tax 
liability on such amounts. Rating allowed for a less onerous rate of tax 
to be applied to lump sums, provided that they qualified in terms of the 
legislation. Rating is falling away. The taxation of employer-paid lump 
sums that qualify as “severance benefits” will then be taxed as set out 
above instead of being subject to rating.    

In summary, all retirement and severance lump sums will be taxed on 
the sliding scale with the first R315 000 tax-free, except if you ever 
held more than 5% of your employer’s shares, in which case, best you 
wait ‘til you are 55. asa
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n 2009, the Metropolitan Opera in New 
York caused something of a stir when 

it was made public that they had put up 
two of their famous Marc Chagall murals 
as collateral for a loan. The loan was pre-
existing and had been secured using cash 
reserves. 

However, the economic downturn had put 
the Met’s fi nances under severe strain 
and management reluctantly replaced 
a portion of the cash reserves with the 
two murals, under an agreement that the 
two works remain in place in the lobby 
of the Met throughout the term of the 
loan. One wonders what the lenders, 
JPMorgan Chase, will do with the works if 
the Met defaults. The works are massive, 
approximately 9m by 11m each, and thus 
unlikely to fi t on the average boardroom 
wall. They are also valued at between 
$20m and $35m, so any potential buyer 
would need large pockets as well as large 
walls. And if that doesn’t make a resale 
hard enough, the public backlash may be 
substantial: the works were specifi cally 
commissioned for the building in 1966 and 
have been in situ ever since, becoming 
part of the backdrop to the lives of New 
Yorkers.  

However, despite the obvious diffi culties 
involved, the use of art as collateral for 
loans has been big business for many 

years. In 1989, Sotheby’s Financial 
Services had loans outstanding of $250m 
while Citibank has been loaning cash 
against art since the 1980s. Suzanne 
Gyorgy, Director of Citi Private Bank Art 
Advisory & Finance, was coy on current 
fi gures but stated that “the Art Finance 
loan portfolio at the Citi Private Bank has 
grown at an annual rate of 20% in recent 
years”. She would also not be drawn on 
what percentage of these loans were 
‘non-performing’ saying only that “Citi 
Private Bank…has a strong highly rated 
loan portfolio”. More interestingly she 
elaborated on the split between fi ne art 
types in their current portfolio, being 47% 
Impressionist and Modern, 48% Post war 
and Contemporary and the rest made up 
of Old Master Paintings, Latin American 
and American art. One may have expected 
Old Masters to be a larger share of the 
portfolio but this could say more about the 
owners (and borrowers) than the Bank’s 
lending habits.  

Of course these types of loans are not for 
the fainthearted. Citi lend only a minimum 
of $5m per loan, requiring at least four art 
works by four different artists for collateral, 
with a minimum value per item of 
$500,000. At Loan To Value ratios of 50%, 
the borrower needs at least $10m worth of 
art before Citi will even consider it. If the 
borrower is following the ‘rule of thumb’ of 

holding 10% of its portfolio in art, they’re 
holding a total portfolio of at least $100m. 
And just experiencing a temporary 
liquidity constraint that requires that extra 
$5m to squeeze out of.

Of course there are other less scrupulous 
companies that will be happy to help 
you part with your art at much lower 
values. Art Capital will lend just $500,000 

standards) of between 6% and 16%. They 
have gained a certain amount of notoriety 
over the past few years by making loans 
to renowned celebrity photographer Annie 
Leibovitz, where the collateral included 
her copyright to all her past and future 
works, as well as all the physical prints. 
Portentously the offi ces of Art Capital 
are adorned with some rather good art 
works, which they will sell if borrowers 
default. Other lenders go even further 

standards are stratospheric. A cynical 
observer could call these operations 
glorifi ed pawnshops and a world away 
from discrete loans to “High Net Worth” 
bank clients.

Similar loans may still be a way off 
in South Africa, as high value art is 
required for these loans to be viable to 
lenders. Gordon Massie of local company 
Art Insure believes that local art was 
extremely undervalued up to a few years 
ago but that values are now catching up. 
He comments that “a few years ago we 
didn’t have any specialised art insurers 
where now there are a few in the market” 
and believes that, as the values reach high 
enough levels, art funds and lenders will 
also naturally follow. One can only hope 
that when this happens, it is more art, 
less pawn. asa

life art

High Art, High Pawn
Jennifer Ferreira CA(SA), BBdgArts, BCompt (Hons), Masters in Finance (in 

progress), is a Consultant at Origin Properties. 
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arren Buffett once remarked that doing a job you disliked for a 
number of years before doing what you really wanted to do was 

like “saving sex for your old age. Not a very good idea”.

Rolex v Seiko?

energy and life is what brings fulfilment, energy and passion. And 

related, costing around $250 billion annually.

You also know that stress causes physiological and psychological 
symptoms including: cardiovascular disease, sexual health problems, 
a weaker immune system and frequent headaches, stiff muscles 
or backache, poor coping skills, irritability, jumpiness, insecurity, 
exhaustion and difficulty concentrating. Stress may also perpetuate or 
lead to binge eating, smoking and alcohol consumption.

If you know all this, why do you let the work in your work rob you of a 
happy fulfilled life?

Did you choose that? Did you make the choice without realising? Was 
stress a trade-off for the beach house and Landy? When you bought 
them, did you realise that they would cost more than the money value? 
That the highest price would be less time with your partner, the kids, 
family and friends?

Andrew’s choice
In a recent session, a client, who I’ll call Andrew, said: “I have to work 
until 10pm every night to make ends meet”.

I responded with: “Who is forcing you? In choosing to work late, are 
you aware you’re also choosing not to spend time with your family 
tonight?”

It was a light bulb moment for Andrew, which changed his outlook.

The next day he made the commitment to leave the office every day at 
5pm. His decision meant he could spend time with his kids and partner 
over family dinners. He could finish his work once the kids were in bed.

In short, Andrew prioritised. He acknowledged his source of energy 
and happiness, and made it top priority. He gained an extra three hours 
with his kids every night, while still putting in the same hours as if he’d 
stayed in the office.

The great balancing act
Without balance in every area of your life, it’s impossible to find lasting 
happiness or a sense that you have lived well.

When restoring balance to your life, focus on four core areas: 
relationships, career, physical and spiritual health. To find balance, treat 
life as a firm appointment on the calendar, not something you do 

life

We are Working 

Stanford Payne CA(SA) is an Executive Business Life Coach.

when work is over. A healthy mind is more focused and efficient. 
It brings balance into relationships and the deeper need to live for 
those around you.

Slowly does it
Too many people discover how to live only when it is time to die. 
They spend their best years working long hours, neglecting their 
families and their health. Too often, too late, they realise that deep 
fulfilment is not found in a fat bank account and the corner office. 
We spend all our time trying to make a living, losing sight of the 
real meaning of life, missing out on the simple gifts: a glorious 
sunrise or a child’s laughter. Later, in our twilight years, our hearts 
flood with regret over moments of magic lost at the school concert 
or family vacation. Creating more balance in your life doesn’t have 
to mean making big, overwhelming changes. Every journey starts 
with the first step. Start slowly by building more activities into your 
schedule that are important to you. Spend an hour a week on your 
hobby, or plan a weekend getaway with your spouse.

You become the person you want to be
This is life’s greatest truth and hardest lesson. It is a great truth 
because it reminds us of our untapped power to be ourselves and 
live the life we have imagined.

It is a hard lesson, because we realise that the life we are living 
right now is our choice.

It may be frightening for us to think we have chosen to live our life 
exactly as it is today, because we may not like what we find when 
we look at it.

It is also liberating to choose what we will find when we look at 
our life in the unlived tomorrows that lie before us.

What will you see when you look at your life ten years from now? 
Will you like the choices you have made? Will you save the sex 
for your old age? Perhaps you need coaching to will help you 
decide. asa
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Give Away

ASA together with Stanford Payne Coaching is offering one 
lucky reader a six month Coaching Program (24 sessions) to 
the value of R18,000. 

To enter this give away please send an email to 
asa@spcoaching.co.za with the subject ‘Coaching ASA’.

The lucky reader will only be asked to share their coaching 
journey in no more than 100 words on a monthly basis and this 
will be published in the next months issue.
 
The lucky reader will be announced in the June issue of ASA.
 
The give away is not transferable and can not be redeemed for 
cash or any other voucher.  The coaching program has to be 
completed by 31 December 2011.
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he choices we make today are the 
foundation stones for the futures we 

will be living tomorrow. Although we often 
neglect, for various reasons, to use our 
power of choice we are also often coerced 
into thinking we are making a choice, 
when in fact we are merely reacting in a 
preconditioned way, which is perhaps not 
always in our own best interests. To make a 
choice truly one must have an understanding 
of what one’s own perception is of the 
choice at hand. 

Our cultures, upbringing, environments, 
circumstances and life experiences all 
impact on our perceptions, prejudices and 
attitudes, which come to play in our decision 
making process. The perception we have of 
something in fact far outweighs its reality 
when coming to a decision, for in our minds; 
the perception is the reality. In other words, 
what you think to be true (even if it's not 
and you have been misled) is the truth in 
your mind and your decisions will be based 
on that. This is the fundamental reason 
why we need to question our truths and be 
as clear headed and objective as possible 
when making key decisions in our lives and 
deciding the difference between right and 
wrong. 

The power of manipulating our personal 
belief systems has long been used as a 
motivator, as can be seen in the 1918 booklet 
“The stuff that wins wars” by Dr Luther H 

marine corps during the first world war. He 
writes “A man who runs the mile (footrace) 
seconds slower than his opponent will win 
just by crowding and discouraging the other 
fellow till he believes he is beaten. When he 
believes he is beaten, he is beaten. A man 
who believes he is beaten can no longer do 
his best, no matter how hard he tries.”  He 
goes on to write “An army that believes that 
it is in the wrong will be beaten by the army 
that believes it is in the right”.  

Notice the emphasis in both cases is belief. 
It matters little what the reality is. It’s win 
at whatever price and believe you are right. 
One can argue that in war nobody wins 

life

and nobody is right, although that’s just my 
perception of it, but then why do people so 
often use the same tactics in life? Are we 
to be lulled into the perception that he who 
wins is right?  

One of the key drivers that influences our 
perceptions in life are our expectations 
of life. We expect certain things from 
our families, our friends, our leaders, our 
teachers, our churches, our enemies and so 
forth. We also have certain expectations of 
marriage, work and play and basically every 
aspect of our lives. The societies in which we 
live have contributed to these expectations 
and in turn they impact heavily on our 
perspectives. As these realities are often 
tainted to suite other agendas, they do not 
always live up to the expectations instilled 
in us. 

Whether we are conscious of it or not, our 
feelings and the consequences of those 
feelings follow from the assumptions we 
have of how our lives should unfold. It can 
be a very daunting experience when you 
discover your perception of something was 
wrong and thereby the choices you made 
were in fact also wrong. It is also wise to 
realise that not everybody shares the same 
perspectives. People can see the exact same 
thing in very different ways. 

To illustrate the power of perception on 
different cultural groups, an experiment 
was done with a group of seven to nine 

the children were Anglo American and the 
other half were Asian American, who spoke 
the language of their parents at home. 
The children were divided equally into 
three groups. The first group was given six 
different colour pens and six word puzzles. 
They were told they could choose any puzzle 
and use any colour to complete them. The 
second group were also given all the pens 
and puzzles but told which ones they must 
do by their teacher. 

The third group was given all the pens and 
puzzles and told that their mothers had been 
consulted and had selected which puzzles 

What’s your Perception?

Deon Potgieter is an Internationally renowned author, television producer and director with 20 years’ experience. He is the 
author of the book “Rose of Soweto” and the SAFTA 2010 winning sitcome “Family Bonds”.

they must do and which colours they must 
use. In reality the children in the second 
and third groups were given the exact 
same puzzle and colours to do, which the 
children in the second group had selected.  

The results were as follows; The Anglo 
American children that were able to make 
their own choices completed 2½ times 
more puzzles than those that thought their 
mothers had made the selection for them 
and 4½ times more than those children 
that thought their teacher had made the 
selections for them. In comparison the 
Asian American children, who performed 
the best, were those that thought their 
mothers had selected their materials, 
completing 30% more than those that 
had the free choice and twice as many as 
those that thought their teacher had made 
the selection. 

Many of the Anglo American children felt 
a little embarrassed (at the perception) 
that their mothers had been consulted in 
the process, while the Asian American 
children wanted their parents to know 
that they had fulfilled their wishes. The 
results also illustrate the difference in 
cultures whereby generally the westerner 
is raised in the spirit of individualism and 
independent identity where the Asian 
group falls more under the collectivism 
society where the parents play a more 
intricate part in determining the children’s 
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than that and, like actors, we can choose to 
remain typecast in a certain role, as we live 
out our lives or we can choose to evaluate 
our perceptions and make conscious 
decisions to be who we want to be.  

There is a perception that the “American 
Dream” is that anybody can get rich and 
make money off little or no effort and 
there are those who believe it is now the 
“South African” dream. That is a wrong 
perception. The term “American Dream” 
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identity and perspectives. An interesting 
fact is that both cultural groups reacted 
equally in their performances when they 
thought their selection was made by a third 
party in the guise of the teacher. This in turn 
shows a move towards a more individualist 
society even by cultural groupings previously 
disposed to strict collectivism, obviously 
influenced by the culture they are now 
residing in. 

There are those that are staunch supporters 
of keeping things the way they have always 
been and will continue to promote the 
benefits of a collectivism society, but there is 
a rise and spread of individualism that in turn 
equates to the freedom and discovery of our 
personal identities. “Who am I?” has long 
been the question and while many try to 
push the answer of conformity to a culture 
or grouping, this no longer satisfies all the 
questions being asked. At the heart of the 
individualist societies we are presented with 
the idea that who you are in terms of race, 
religion, nationality does not fully determine 
who you are as a person. These things 
impact on our perceptions, but we are more 

was coined by the historian James 
Truslow Adams in 1931 when he wrote: 
“The American Dream is that dream 
of a land in which life should be better 
and richer and fuller for everyone, 
with opportunity for each according 
to ability or achievement… (A) dream 
of social order in which each man and 
each woman shall be able to attain to 
the fullest stature of which they are 
innately capable, and be recognized by 
others for what they are, regardless of 
the fortuitous circumstances of birth or 
position”.  

In other words, a place where if you 
have skills, ability and ambition you 
can attain success no matter where 
you come from or who you are and 
that in general the standard of living 
should be better for all. This can be the 
South African dream if we choose it 
to be. There’s never a right time or a 
right place but there’s always the right 
choices. 

As illustrated in my book “Rose of 
Soweto” The Dingaan Thobela story, it 
matters little where you come from or 
what circumstances you are born into. 
If you remain true and have character, 
make the right choices and check your 
perceptions, you can make a success 
of your life and attain your highest 
aspirations. If you perceive the world 
around you to be full of obstacles, then 
that’s your reality. If you perceive the 
world around you to be full of choices 
and challenges that you can rise above, 
then that’s your reality. It’s your choice 
and your perception. asa



The centre consol is covered in a dark wood 
outline and a piano black centre, which I 
thought looked very classy.  Something that 
took me a while to get accustomed to, was 
the stop start button that was placed half way 
back on the centre consol. Depress that with 
your foot on the brake and the A8 comes to 
life. The sight burble from the engine is an 
indication of the sheer horse power under that 
bonnet, just in case you need it.

On the road, the vehicle felt more like a magic 
carpet then a car, as it just fl oated over all 
the irregularities in the road, including the 
famous Gauteng potholes. It did this without 
a fuss or grumble. I guess that’s where the 
comparison stops. The driver can also change 
the suspension, gearbox and engine settings 
depending on the type of ride one would 
like. This could be comfort, auto or dynamic. 
Needless to say dynamic makes the vehicle 
sportier and a tad bit fi rmer. I preferred to 
leave it in auto, as the vehicle would sense 
when to make a change depending on my 
driving style. So, the sudden acceleration 
would immediately cause the gearbox to 
change to sport mode. This made the vehicle 
an absolute pleasure to drive. Another cool 
feature is the height adjustable suspension 
that allows the driver to adjust vehicle height 
at the touch of a button. This is fantastic 
for curbs or, indeed, our notorious Gauteng 
potholes

Overall I was truly impressed by the vehicle. 
Yes many of the top Marques have very 
similar features and toys but, at the end of the 
day, it is all about the enjoyment one has with 
the vehicle. I think most people that buy this 
vehicle will be chauffeured around, but I would 
urge you to get behind the wheel, you may 
resort to never being a passenger again. asa

Manufacturer Specifi cations:
Engine: 4163cc eight cylinder
Power: 273KW @ 6800rpm
Torque: 445Nm @ 3500rpm
0-100km/h:  5.7-seconds (Claimed)
Fuel Consumption:

CO2:

Vehicle courtesy of Audi SA.

is absolute silence, that is until you turn on the 
magnifi cent Bose sound system. While I was 
still amazed by the screen that miraculously 
lifted out of the dashboard, the sound clarity 
took my breath away. 

At the back, the two signifi cantly spacious 
seats were separated by a large armrest that 
incorporated the individual climate control 
functions for each passenger. What was 
welcoming is the fact that the rear arm rest 
can be lifted up and stowed into the seat 
making room for an additional person. The 
interior lighting was unique, it had a thin long 

around the light cluster in front. These lights 
stay on all the time, but their brightness can 
be controlled through the command system. 
While changing the brightness of the top 
lights, one can also adjust the lighting in the 
foot-well both front and back separately, and, 
if you would like to change the look or mood in 
the vehicle you can always change the colour 
of the ambient lighting emitted from the doors. 

The instrument cluster is typical Audi, but the 
speedometer and Rev counter have been tilted 
inwards to make place for the large electronic 
display that doubles as the screen for the night 
vision. As this vehicle has the same engine as 
the one put in the infamous R8, it is expected 
to see the speedometer read all the way to 

agreement, the vehicle has been limited to 

he luxury vehicle segment has had 
a sudden shake up, with all the top 

Marques releasing sleeker and sportier 
models, and with all the gadgets one could 
only dream off. 

new A8 looks like it has shed its bulkiness, 
gone is the “Mafi a” look and in with a sleek, 
almost coupe design. This is in tradition with 
the latest designs from Audi.  The large rear 
windscreen is steeply raked adding to the 
coupe design, while the front end has an 
exaggerated chrome grill , giving the vehicle 
a presence. Like all other Audis, the A8 also 
has the famous LED headlights that give the 
vehicle that bit of extra bling. 

At fi rst glance one does not realise how long 
the vehicle is, unless it is parked next a mere 
standard sedan. That’s when you notice how 
big the A8 actually is, from the 20inch wheels 
to the large doors that make getting into the 
vehicle an absolute pleasure. 

Inside one is invited by large leather seats, 
with a sporty criss-cross pattern in the centre 
on the seat back and bottom. The leather 
bound gearshift and dashboard adds to the 
luxury feel of the vehicle.

Once in, the usual hassle of re-opening the 
doors to ensure that they are closed is done 
away with, thanks to the soft close doors that 
automatically seal the doors shut. Then there 
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Audi A8

Azim Omar CA(SA)  is a member of the SAGMJ. 
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he Civic has been around for a while 
so it is not new to our roads, but it still 

retains its edgy design and athletic looks. 
This is even more so on the Type-R which 
is the sport version of the standard Civic.

At fi rst glance, you notice the large rear 
and extended front spoilers. Then you look 
again and realise that this is no ordinary 
Civic. It has only two doors and the front 
grill has black mesh as opposed to the 
silver standard grill. Also, the brake calipers 
have the Type-R insignia, which is easily 
seen thanks to the large mag-wheels. 

Inside, the sportiness continues, from 
the black and red suede racing seats all 
the way down to the silver (racing style) 
pedals. The steering wheel is leather 
bound, adding to the overall effect. The 
gearshift is a silver metal ball that is 
perfectly positioned for those quick gear-
changes.  The dashboard layout takes 
some getting used to, as the centre of 
the display is taken up by the large rev 
counter that has a redline starting at 
8,000 rpm, while the electronic speed 
display is placed above the main display 

in a separate housing. This allows the 
driver to keep his eye on the road while 
still keeping an eye on his speed, which 
is pretty necessary, especially in a car 
such as this. The speed display also has 
four lights on the left that indicate when 
you are approaching redline whilst on 
the right is a little red light that indicates 
when the i-vtec is in action. As you get 
more accustomed to the vehicle, you can 
hear when the gear needs to be changed, 
as the engine screams, especially 
after 6,000 Rpms, thanks to the v-tec 
technology.

On the road the vehicle feels nimble and 
very sure footed. The ride is a bit on the 
hard side which must be expected, as it is a 
sports car. The drive is smooth and almost 
docile until you push the accelerator to the 
fl oor. Watch out as all hell breaks loose! 
The engine note changes from a growl to 
a scream that is music to the ears. This 
causes the adrenaline to pump through your 
body, which makes you beg for more. It is 
almost addictive, the more you push the 
limits the more you want. On the bends the 
vehicle just goes like it is on rails and thanks 

to the fi gure-hugging sport seats, you don’t 
move about much either.
The interior space is surprising, 
especially the rear seats, which will 
comfortably seat two adults for longer 
trips and three on shorter ones. Access 
to the rear is relatively easy thanks to 
the large doors and the folding sports 
seats, however the driver or front 
passenger has to re-adjust their seat 
after this, as the seat has no memory 
of the last position once it is folded and 
pushed forward. The boot is also very 
deceiving from the outside, as it looks 
small and short when in actual fact it is 
very generous and it even has a spare 
wheel, albeit a space saver. 

Overall I think Honda has changed the 
term ‘impractical hot hatch’. This vehicle 
has all the power and space that one 
will need. The fuel consumption is also 
quite good, averaging at around 10 litres 
per 100 km overall. It also feels solid 
both inside and on the road. Added 
to this, it has sporty looks and proven 
reliability. What more can you ask for? 
I guess that’s why it is “the power of 

dreams”.  asa

Manufacturer Specifi cations:
Engine: 1998cc four cylinder
Power: 148kW @ 7800rpm
Torque: 193Nm @ 5600rpm
0-100km/h: 6.6 seconds (Claimed)
Fuel Consumption:  

CO2:

Vehicle courtesy of Honda SA.

Honda Civic

Azim Omar CA(SA)  is a member of the SAGMJ.  
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Wild Horses Guest 
Lodge
Where? Situated in the Eastern Free State’s Sterkfontein Nature 
Reserve just under the Drakensburg Mountains.

Review rating: 

     don’t bother going 

         go only if absolutely everything else in the vicinity is fully booked

              enjoyable 

               will refer and return 

                    my company’s headquarters should relocate here!

My Rating
Food:    Every single meal was delicious 

and prepared with excellence. 
Room:    It felt like I was in a castle, 

you can just spend the whole 
weekend in the room.

Facilities:   Perfect facilities for 5 star lodge 
– it’s all about class, from boat 
rides, horse ride, massages – the 
main objective is just class.  

Service:   Amazing and I was treated like a 
queen from the moment I arrived. 

Overall:                   

he clear blue water, majestic 
horses and beautiful mountains are 

just some of the things that make Wild 
Horses Lodge a blissful place to visit.

This is the only five star lodge in the 
area, and with only four lavish suites 
it proves to be the most intimate 
and romantic place you’ll ever visit. 
It caters specifically for couples, and 
is the epitome of the term “romantic 
getaway”.  It is privately owned by 
Jon and Trish Hawkins who initially 
just wanted a house built of stone but 
ended up with a lodge because it turned 
out so beautifully. Emile (chef) prepares 
the delicious cuisine himself and never 
disappoints one bit, and Michelle 
(manager) runs everything on a day-to-
day basis. This just proves that even 
with the staff you are not bombarded 
with a lot of faces that you’ll hardly 
remember when you see them again.

The activities in the lodge also cater 
for the romance that the lodge offers. 
The boat takes the couples around 
the beautiful dam and they can either 
have lunch on the boat or go fishing as 
well. I had the pleasure of going on the 
boat ride and it was nothing like I had 
experienced before! The horse ride was 
also quite interesting because we went 
around the reserve and the scenery is 
amazing, and with one of the horses' 
names being Coco it was bound to be 

interesting. The bedrooms are classy 
and come with a personalized card and 
bottle of wine welcoming you to the 
lodge, they are so beautiful that you 
might just want to spend the whole 
weekend in bed. If you do wake up, the 
dress code for breakfast and lunch is 
casual and for dinner its smart casual, 
so even though you haven’t left the 
lodge you get a sense of being on a 
romantic date with your partner. 

The wine cellar is also one of the ‘hot 
spots’ in the lodge and each day one 
couple gets a chance to have dinner 
there. The cellar is the perfect intimate 
setting for any couple and with just two 
of everything when in the wine cellar 
you feel like there’s nobody else in the 
lodge except you and your partner. asa

For more information you can visit 
www.wildhorses.co.za or visit their 
facebook page.  
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The Softer Issues

Authors’ details: 
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Wits School of Accounting and Monash SA in Financial Accounting. She is a entreprenuer and partner in Therapeia and founder of 
Lead for Africa (S21). She holds a Masters Degree in Accounting Education (Cum Laude).  She coaches, teaches, writes articles 

and records audio & dvd talks on the “Softer Issues” in the CA Profession.  She contributed to an International book on SA’s 
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new generation

This issue addresses the Personal Attribute Competencies of 
the CA2010 Training Programme.

Introduction
As a new gen CA(SA), developing your Professional Skills is as important as your technical skills. In business you 

work with people not only numbers.  To work with people you need the right Professional Skills.  
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The Softer Issues 

Well, this was a process of over ten years 
of research done by proffessors Earl Sasser, 
Len Sclesinger and James Heskett. They 
published their research in their book called 
The Service Profit Chain that forms part of 
many of the world’s top MBA programmes. 
To keep the research current Harvard 
continues to research this issue and updates 
it on an annual basis.  

Now The Service Profit Success Chain 
started with one question: Which 
companies earn good sustainable profits 
and what is the reason for this? After 
studying various companies over many years 
their conclusion was that: “Companies who 
make major profits, have very loyal clients. 
Therefore if you want to make major profits, 
you have to gain loyal clients."

The next step was to study why these 
great companies have loyal clients?  They 
found that companies who have loyal clients 
have satisfied clients. If clients are satisfied, 
they wil stay loyal, which will lead to greater 
profits.  

But how do we make sure our clients 
are satisfied, or what leads to satisfied 
clients? That was their next question. What 
they found was that clients are satisfied 

hat are the Softer Issues in a 
Business?  Well they are called many 

things, but usually the following terms 
relate to the softer issues in your business: 
Human Capital, Organisational Behaviour, 
Professional Skills, People Acumen, Talent 
Management. To be successful business 
leaders as chartered accountants, we need 
to develop our skills holistically as reflected 
in diagram 1. Authentic Self Awareness and 
Projected Behaviour relates to the softer 
issues, that conprises of many different 
dimensions. 

Now as a chartered accountant why do you 
need to develop your “Softer Side” and as a 
CA(SA) Business Leader why do you need to 
budget for the development of your people’s 
softer issues?  

To answer this question, let’s look at 
research that has been conducted in the 
global business environment.  

If we take a look at the well publicised 
research on the Service Profit Chain by 
Harvard Business School (HBS), leaders 
have to admit that in business, people are 
their most treasured investment. The people 
in your business determine your success.  
But how did Harvard reach this conclusion.  

when they receive good service experience. 
If your clients experience good service they 
will be satisfied, which will make them loyal 
to your company, which leads to greater 
profits.  

Now the question is how do we provide 
a great service or what leads to great 
service experience? What the professors 
found through their study was profound.  
A great service experience can only be 
provided by loyal employees.  You have 
to love this progression. In other words if 
you have loyal employees, it will lead to 
great service experience, which will lead 
to satisfied clients, which will lead to loyal 
clients, and which will lead to higher profits.  

But now we have to ask this question: 
How do we get loyal employees? And 
what the study found was that employees 
are loyal when they are satisfied in their 
work environment. And employees are only 
satisfied in their work environment when 
they have a positive work environment.  

Ok now let’s summarise all this: What 
should our focus then be as CA business 
leaders? Our focus should be to create a 
positive work environment, which leads 
to satisfied employees, and satisfied 
employees are loyal, which also leads to a 
positive work environment. Loyal employees 
and provide a good service experience, 
which leads to satisfied clients, which in turn 
leads to loyal clients, which then provides 
more profits and success.  

But how do we create a positive work 
environment? The HBS study found that 
companies who have a positive work 
environment, INVEST in their employees 
in various ways! This is why HBS keeps 
reminding leaders to create a positive work 
environment for their employees. This leads 
to greater service, loyal customers and 
eventually higher profits. As a  CA business 
leader in our young democracy, you need 
to remember that your greatest investment 
will always be in the people who work for 
you. Even in the most driven capitalistic 
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Diagram 1: Holistic Skills Development
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environment, you need to remember to 
invest in your people.  

Now, investing in employees and creating 
a positive work environment have always 
been seen as the so called “softer issues”. 
But according to management Guru Dave 

management gurus including people such 
as Peter Drucker, Stephen Covey and Tom 
Peters, these soft issues have become 
the hard edged issues in business, making 
PEOPLE the real arena where the battle 
is won or lost! Competitors can copy your 
product, your strategy, your technology, 
but it is far more difficult to copy your 
organisation’s unique make-up of people. We 
see in many companies in SA that strategic 
values are no longer built around their 
product, but around their people.

In Fortune’s April 2007 issue Anne Fisher 
wrote an article explaining that Business 
Schools worldwide, including SA, are 
changing their curriculums dialing back on 
pure quantitative skills and adding more 
softer skills coursework. Why? Because the 
skills that employers value most are the 
ones that fresly minted graduates lack and 
that is the qualitative skills! So what are 
these skills that they talk about? Diagram 
2 reflects the softer skills that should be 
developed and professionally projected at 
various levels in one’s career.

If we take a look at the research of HBS, 

to the conclusion that it is important for any 
business to budget for and address these 
softer issues because if we take care of 
this soft stuff, the hard stuff will take care 
of itself. And to ensure that money is not 
wasted on irrelevant soft stuff, spend time 
and effort on an annual basis to align your 
business strategy with the development of 
your people’s soft skills. Biggs’ 3P Model in 
Diagram 3 can assist you with this alignment.  

Making Biggs’ 3P model relevant to the work 
environment, we see that your employees’ 
learning strategy should not be viewed in 
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Self Awareness
Personal Management
EQ-awareness
Strengths
Values
Authentic Personal 
Brand
 Team Player
Communicate, 
Confront & Care
Diversity
Inner Moral Compass

Learning

Talent pool

Managers

Executives

Coaching as manager
Manage Teams
Project Management
Conflict Management
Change Management
Develop Personal EA
Manage Team EQ
Being a Mentee & 
Mentor
Building relationships
NLP Thinking Tools

Visionary leadership

Image
Building Teams
Strategic Leadership
Coaching as Leader
Mentor Legacy
EQ Resilience

Diagram 2: Soft Issues at different career levels
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isolation as it is influenced by a number of 
factors, such as:

 Presage factors: what the employees & 
leadership bring to the business
 Process factors: employees’ performance 
and growth    
 Product factors: common outcome: loyal 
employees and increased profits.  

Employees bring their abilities, 
personalities and motives to your 
business. The business brings the work 
environment, business strategy, on-
the-job training, coaching, mentoring, 
workshops, assessment, feedback and 
development to the employees. These 

presage factors jointly determine the 
employees’ performance. The same 
employee could perform poorly in one 
business and high in another business 
with a more supportive positive work 
environment.  

Right, so up to this point we have 
addressed a business’ strategy for 
developing the softer skills of its 
people. As an individual you also 
need to take responsibility for your 
development. Diagram 4 lists various 
Soft Skill Themes and the various 
dimensions in each skill  that needs to 
be developed. 

Soft Skill Themes

Emotional Intelligence (Baron)
Assessment
Workshop
Individual discussion
Implementation into work environment
Improvement of EQ

NLP Tools and Strategies (Thinking Skills)
Modeling
Framing and reframing
Outcomes design
Anchors
Pacing and leading (rapport)
Perceptual positioning
Disney creative strategy
Meta models

Personal and team development
Strengths
Personality (Various Assessment Tools)
Values
Life experience
Passion
Habits
Life stages 
Finding your divine design
Working with calling rather than career
Team building

Change management
Managing expectations
Vision
Sense of urgency
Short term wins
Communicating change

Effective Goal setting 
Wheel of life
Input and output chart
Energy drainers

Leadership @ work
What do leaders look like?
How do we define leadership?
Are leaders born or are they made?
The leaders’ greatest attributes
Self leadership
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EMPLOYEE FACTORS

Accumulated 
Experience
Practical Experience
Prior knowledge 
Abilities & Skills
Motivation 

Presage Process Product

OUTCOMES

Quantitative:
Productivity levels
Profits

Qualitative:
 Performance 
Leadership skills

Affective: 
Employee Involvement 
Customer Loyalty
Retention of TOP talent

PERFORMANCE 
& GROWTH OF 
EMPLOYEES

Appropriate
Aligned with business 
strategy (deep growth )

Inappropriate
No alignment with 
x strategy (surface 
growth)

WORK PLACE & LEARNING 
ENVIRONMENT

Business Strategy
Learning & Development Strategy
On-the-job training
Coaching, mentoring, workshops
Assessment & Feedback

Diagram 3: Biggs' 3P model of the learning (work) environment Diagram 4: Soft Skill Themes
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Situational leadership
Developing new leaders
Leave a legacy

Creative thinking
Identifying existing thought patterns
Identifying the source of personal thoughts
Identifying thinking errors
Substituting limiting thoughts with thoughts 
that produce growth

Stress Management
Identifying the cause of stress
Stress at work and home
Physical and imaginational stress exercises

Time management
Planning
Prioritising
Margin
Productivity

Relationships  
Boundaries
Building authentic relationships
Developing those around you
Managing vs. Control 

Conflict management
Models and strategies (Individual and groups)
Listening skills

Diversity in the workplace
Generational diversity
Gender diversity
EQ diversity
Cultural diversity

So what should your approach be as an 
individual with the development of these 
Softer Issues? You can use the following four 
steps to plan the development of your soft 
skills as an individual:

1. Address various aspects of your softer 
issues at various levels in your career. 
This way you can spread it over the 
course of your career and grow one-day-
at-a-time.  

2. 
INFORMATION…APPLICATION…
TRANSFORMATION 
John Maxwell states that we are 
educated way beyond our level of 
obedience. Therefore the only way we 

will transform (change to a new way of 
thinking) is through the application of the 
information, through making mistakes 
and failing forward. 

3. Softer issues cannot be developed in the 
same manner as technical issues – you 
need an accountability partner who you 
trust to coach or mentor you through the 
process. Remember a coach is an expert 
in the learning process, a mentor is an 
expert in the technical career skills.

4. You need to work with a strategic growth 
plan with an overall vision per “skill”, 
SMART goals on how to apply each skill, 
and tactics on how to transform each 
skill. Without a plan you will perish and 
defeat the purpose of growing.  

It has been proven that leaders who prioritise 
“Development of Softer Issues” on the 
Annual Budget is rewarded by the tangible 
results in the bottom line profits. Financially 
investing in your people’s development will 
not only be valuable in terms of CPD or 
your people’s loyalty and morale, it will also 
increase their performance and contribute to 
your business’s financial growth. asa
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Draftworx
Data Prime Solutions (Pty) Ltd

why battle?...
    we make it simple...

Official training provided by The WOW Group

For further information please contact Data Prime Solutions on: 
Tel: 011 021 0016                  email: info@dataprime.co.za

Or visit our web site www.draftworx.co.za

All for the cost effective price of  R2400

integrated     audit     review     compilation     drafting     office suite     solution

Draftworx is an all inclusive package

The Firer Review™ and The Firer Compilation™ methodologies will enable the
 Independent Accountant to comply with the requirements of the Companies Act, 2008. 

The Methodologies
by Professor Steven Firer (Dr.) 
 - The Firer ReviewTM

 - The Firer CompilationTM

 - The Firer MethodologyTM

Integrated Excel compatible engine

Integrated Word compatible engine

Tutorial videos

Live updates

 

Templates
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Part II of  the Qualifying Examination
Financial Management

rospective fi nancial management 
CAs(SA) achieved exceptional results 

in Part II of the Qualifying Examination, 
Financial Management (QE II), written 
in November 2010,  with an overall pass 
rate of 72.5% being achieved, a marked 
improvement over the previous year’s 64%.  

A total of 178 candidates sat for the 
QE II, which is greater than the 150 
candidates that sat for the exam in 2009. 
It was evidenced again in 2010 that 
African black candidates comprised the 
majority of candidates that sat for the 
QE II. 

The highlight of this year’s results, the 
continued success achieved by African 
black candidates, is evidenced by the 
pass rate that soared by 20% from 49% 
to 69% between 2009 and 2010. This 
results in a two thirds increase with an 
additional 68 candidates that passed QE 
II in comparison to 2009. The overall pass 
rate among Indians, African Blacks and 
Coloureds was 67% compared to the 
52% achieved in 2009, which confi rms 
that the SAICA initiated transformation 
initiatives are gaining momentum, 
as more successful black candidates 
emerge.

Matsobane Matlwa, CEO of the 
South African Institute of Chartered 
Accountants (SAICA), while 
congratulating all aspiring chartered 
accountants that passed the QE II 
examination, stressed that there 
was no let-up in the high standards 
demanded of prospective CAs(SA). 
“We know that maintenance of the 
high standards among CAs(SA) is what 
makes the designation so sought after 
across the globe." 

General comments on QE PART 2

NOVEMBER 2010

2010 FAIL PASS TOTAL % PASS

First timers 30 109 139 78.4%

Repeats 19 20 39 51.3%

Overall 2010 49 129 178 72.5%

2009 FAIL PASS TOTAL % PASS

First timers 36 82 118 69.5%

Repeats 18 14 32 43.8%

Overall 2009 54 96 150 64.0%

Key statistics:

10

PLACE NAME FIRM

1 Jan-Daniel Symington* Nedbank Limited

2 Hendrik Willem Bogaards Shoprite Checkers (Pty) Ltd

3 Pirasath Parthipan Standard Bank of South Africa

4 Jarred Charles Roberts Investec Bank Ltd

5 (joint) Elizabeth Agenbach Investec Bank Ltd

5 (joint) Rendani Ronald Muthelo National Treasury

5 (joint) Bradley Walter Smith Nedbank Limited

8 (joint) Mikateko Lientjie Mabasa South African Revenue Services

8 (joint) Zenhardt Siegfried Dedekind Nedbank Limited

10 Wynand Jacobus Visser Standard Bank of South Africa

the top ten:

Additional QE 2 statistics can be found on the SAICA website at www.saica.co.za.

* With Honours
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Mr Jan-Daniel Symington from Nedbank 
Limited achieved honours (75% or 
higher) in the QE II, an immensely 
impressive achievement requiring talent 
and great commitment.

Three of the Top Ten candidates are 
Black (2 African and 1 Indian). 

Mandi Olivier, SAICA’s Senior 
Executive: Professional 

Development, is very impressed by 
the showing of the two candidates 
from the public sector who obtained 
joint fifth and joint eighth places 
respectively, in the overall top 
ten - a direct result of the public 
sector offering training facilities to 
prospective CAs(SA) since 2007. 
“The quality of the training at SARS 
and National Treasury suggests that 
they are on a par with the ability of 

private sector firms and corporations 
to deliver CAs(SA).”

“The market will now undoubtedly 
become aware of the quality training 
available to prospective CAs(SA) in 
the public sector– especially at such 
highly regarded institutions such 
as South African Revenue Services 
(SARS) and National Treasury”, said 
Olivier.

1. Objective
In view of the primary objective of 
Part II of the Qualifying Examination 
(Financial Management) to test the 
integrated application of practical 
knowledge, candidates are tested on 
their ability to –

the subject areas set out in the 
prescribed syllabus;

and issues;

manner;

practical solutions that respond to 
the users’ needs; and

2. Comments
From a review of candidates’ answers 
to the two examination questions 
for the November 2010 examination, 
the following basic deficiencies were 
identified. These problems affected the 
overall performance of candidates, and 
it is a matter of concern that candidates 
annually make the same mistakes.  

2.1. Layout and presentation
Candidates should allocate time to 
planning, layout and presentation 
of their answers before committing 
thought to paper, as the presentation 
marks account for approximately 5% 
of the total available marks. Marks are 
awarded for appropriate presentation, 
and candidates should answer 
questions in the required format, such 

as a letter, memorandum or report. 
The quality of handwriting is also an 
ongoing problem and was of particular 
concern in this year’s examination. It 
is crucial that candidates make use of 
proper language styles in presenting 
their answers as the use of “sms” 
language is an unacceptable form of 
communication for QE II. 

2.2. Irrelevancy
Marks are awarded for quality, not 
quantity. Verbosity is no substitute for 
clear, concise, logical thinking and good 
presentation. Irrelevant knowledge will 
gain no marks.

2.3. Workings
It is essential that candidates show 
their workings and supply detailed 
computations to support the figures in 
their answers.    

2.4. Recommendations/
interpretations
Responses to these requirements 
are generally poor, either because 
candidates are unable to explain 
principles that they can apply 
numerically or because they are 
reluctant to commit themselves to one 
course of action. It is essential to make 
a recommendation when a question 
calls for it, and to support it with 
reasons.   

2.5. Examination technique
Examination technique remains the 
key distinguishing feature between 
candidates that pass and those that fail. 
Many candidates did not address what 
was required by the questions and, 

for example, provided answers in the 
form of statements while calculations 
were required or presented financial 
statements where a discussion of the 
appropriate disclosure was required.

2.6. Basic numeracy skills
It was disappointing to note that 
many candidates did not display basic 
numeracy skills. We expect at this level 
that candidates are able to apply basic 
numeracy skills, particularly as they 
have already successfully completed 
Part I of the Qualifying Examination. 
Basic numeracy skills are important 
both in this exam and in practice, and 
it is important that candidates have a 
good grasp of these basic skills.

3. Application of knowledge
A serious problem experienced 
throughout the examination was 
that candidates were unable to apply 
their knowledge to the scenarios 
described in the questions. This is a 
major concern, because by the time 
candidates qualify for entrance to these 
examinations one would expect them 
to have assimilated the knowledge, 
at least to the extent of being able to 
apply it to simplified facts as set out in 
an examination question.  

4. Overall comments on the paper
The examination paper was challenging 
overall and dealt with practical issues.  
It was clear from the analysis of the 
results that candidates found question 
2 to be easier than question 1. 
However, the standard of Question 1 
was appropriate and in line with prior 
years.

General comments on the examination paper
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Not only do the top auditing firms in South Africa use CaseWare, but 

so do over 90% of the Top 100. And it’s easy to see why: CaseWare 

improves efficiencies by up to 1000%, which means something that 

may have to taken you most of the day, could now take you less 

than an hour to complete. CaseWare complies with International 

Standards on Auditing, IFRS and IFRS for SME, and our templates 

are updated immediately in line with new legislation and guidelines. 

CaseWare gives you greater control with a built-in validation process 

that immediately red lights any discrepancies. So no matter what 

your size, CaseWare will always make a big difference.

THREE OUT OF FOUR 
AUDITING FIRMS IN 
SOUTH AFRICA USE 

CASEWARE. 
WHY AREN’T YOU?

011 507 0000 
www.caseware.co.za
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On the whole, comments received 
from universities were highly 
complementary on the overall paper 
and that the papers were of an 
appropriate standard for the QE II. 
The examination paper covered a broad 
range of issues and was a fair test of 
candidates’ ability to apply knowledge 
to specifi c scenarios. It was evident 
that candidates struggled with sections 
that required application of knowledge 

language usage displayed an average 
level of profi ciency, with many spelling 
errors. Candidates should be careful 
of making contradictory statements in 
their answers, as this jeopardises their 
chances of achieving marks for logical 
argument.

Candidates performed poorly in 
the fi nancial analysis section of the 
questions which required them to 

display a high level application. This is a 
concerning trend in exam performance 
where candidates generally are 
unable to apply their minds and 
indentify key issues in decision 
making.

Generally, the exam technique displayed 
by most candidates was disappointing.  
This would include:

the examiner will award marks for 
something (this only irritates markers 
and the candidate wastes valuable 
time);

answers in a manner that is easy to 
read;

abbreviations; 

knowledge to the scenarios presented 
in the questions; and

In conclusion, a message to those who 
were unfortunately not successful in the 
examination: 

“Start by doing what’s necessary;
then do what’s possible; and suddenly 
you are doing the impossible” 

St. Francis of Assisi 

Please start preparing for next year’s 
examination in good time – suffi cient 
preparation and a review of the basics 
together with your training will stand you 
in good stead for the November 2011 
examination!

Best of luck!

qualifying exams



Making your 
mark
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What is your 
greatest 
asset?
Your skills? Your health? Your ability to earn an 

income? These “assets” are all interwoven, and all 

too often, we only realise the value of something 

when it’s gone. Think about it - of all the things 

you should protect in life, your health is probably 

the most important. It affects your lifestyle, which 

impacts on your earning potential, which in turn, 

can impact on your lifestyle. 

Money is a strange thing. So many of us take it for 

granted, yet it is the single thing in life that buys 

us a lifestyle. Without money, without an income, 

it’d be very hard to survive. So it makes sense to 

protect that income earning ability, just in case 

something does go wrong with our health.

Life is unpredictable, we can never know what lies 

ahead and that’s why we should look after our 

bodies, minimising health issues. Despite all 

precautions however, the unpredictable can still 

happen - death, disability or illness. That’s why 

it is so important to have cover for these events.

Life Cover is simple - you pay a premium and in 

the event of death, a lump sum of money is paid 

out to your dependants. Funeral costs can be 

covered from Greenlight Final Expenses Bene⇒ t 

which pays out within 48 hours of the claims 

requirements being met. This money can be 

used to cover the funeral or other expenses the 

deceased may have.

However, with advances in medical science today, 

the probabilityof death caused by an illness such 

as cancer, stroke and heart attack are far less 

than the chances of survival. But survival comes 

at a cost and this is where Severe Illness Cover 

plays a role. You select the level of cover, and 

once the de⇒ nition of a speci⇒ c illness is met, 

the cover is paid out. This money can be used 

to recuperate or supplement medical bills, or 

whatever you choose to use it for. It is not linked 

to your medical scheme.

Disability Cover provides you with money if you 

are disabled to such an extent that you cannot 

earn an income. There are different types of 

disability bene⇒ ts – some pay out a lump sum 

on permanent disablement, whilst others pay out 

a monthly income on temporary or permanent 

disability.  It is important to check and understand 

the bene⇒ ts that your policy will pay out to you 

and under which circumstances.

There is also Accidental Death or Accidental 

Disability Cover which pays out in the event of 

your death or disability due to an accident. This 

type of cover does not require an HIV test.

There are so many options when it comes to 

protecting your income, and there is no “one 

size ⇒ ts all” approach. It is wise to meet with a 

⇒ nancial adviser who will do a personal analysis 

for you, and provide you with recommendations 

for your unique circumstances. Speak to your 

Old Mutual adviser or broker today, or call 

0860 WISDOM (947366) and we will gladly 

assist you.

Licensed Financial Services Provider

do great things

WE HAVE 165 YEARS OF WISDOM TO INVEST IN YOU

Contact your Old Mutual Financial Adviser or your Broker

0860 WISDOM (947366)  I  SMS ‘wisdom’ to 32868 - SMS charged at R1 each  I  www.oldmutual.co.za
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he Public Practice Examination 
(PPE) was written on Tuesday, 

23 November 2010 in 23 local venues 
and two international venues; 

Of the 1952 aspirant accountants 
and auditors who wrote the PPE 
in 2010 (2798 in 2009), 1585 (2320 
in 2009) passed resulting in a pass 
rate of 81% (83% in 2009). Of the 
1495 candidates who wrote the 
examination for the first time, 1305 
passed resulting in a first time pass 
rate of 87%.

The following candidates achieved 
the top ten places: 

1. Mr Alastair Marais

2. Miss Madeleine van Brakel

3. Miss Alexa Joubert

4. Mr Shamir Ramjee

5. Mr Amar Naik

6. Mr Joel Kletz

7. Miss Saaleha Akoojee

8. Ms Caron Bramwell

9. Ms Melanie Cope

10. Ms Hettis Meyer and Ms Charne 

Joubert

All the top ten candidates achieved 
honours. In total, honours were 
awarded to 14 candidates who 
achieved a pass mark of 75% or 
above.

Entry to the PPE is a culmination of a 
long and rigorous academic, training 
and assessment process aimed at 
developing the core and professional 
competence of prospective 
accountants and auditors. Success 
in the PPE allows candidates 
the opportunity to register as a 
Registered Auditor (RA).
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PPE Results
Overall results 10

Top Ten Candidates

The PPE

The objective of the PPE is to assess the 
professional competence of candidates 
at entry to the auditing profession. Within 
the constraints of a written examination, 
the IRBA has developed the PPE over the 
years to ensure that it is an appropriate 
assessment of professional competence 
and that it reflects the multidisciplinary 
public practice environment.

The primary objective of the IRBA as 
established in terms of section 3 of the 
Auditing Profession Act, 2005 (the Act) is 
to protect the public through regulation of 
the auditing profession. In this regard, the 
IRBA has a duty to ensure that only those 
who have demonstrated an appropriate 
degree of professional competence are 
registered as auditors.

Candidates must demonstrate an ability to 
solve multidisciplinary practice problems 
in an integrated manner and to do so 
must analyse and interpret information 
and provide viable solutions to address 
specific client needs. The ability to 
demonstrate logical thought and exercise 
professional judgment is an integral part 
of the examination.

Admission requirements to the PPE require 
completion of recognised academic, 
education, training and assessment 
programmes. The qualification period is 
at least seven years and is similar to that 
of other highly regarded professions and 
internationally recognised accounting 
bodies.

Transformation of the profession
Transformation of the profession remains 
a priority for the IRBA. Of the 855 black 
candidates who wrote the PPE, 641 
passed, representing an overall pass rate 
of 75%.

The IRBA facilitates a support programme 
for Black repeat candidates on an annual 
basis. In 2010, Fasset (the Seta for finance, 
accounting, management consulting and 
other financial services) provided the 
IRBA with funding to assist in hosting 
the Support Programme. The Programme 
yielded excellent results in 2010. Of the 87 
candidate who completed the programme 
61 passed; representing a pass rate of 
70%. Without exception the candidates 
who attended the Support Programme 
achieved better results on each question 
than repeat candidates who did not attend 
the Support Programme in 2010.

In conclusion

The IRBA wishes to acknowledge the 
significant contribution made by the various 
education institutions, training offices and 
professional bodies towards the success 
of the 2010 PPE candidates.The IRBA’s 
examination continues to be afforded both 
local and international recognition and 
we wish to congratulate our successful 
candidates on their achievement.
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2010 PPE Statistics

Public Practice Examination 2010 Comparative: Final Overall Pass Rate 2006 to 2010

Year 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006

Number of 
candidates that 
entered 

1 952 2 798 2 566 2 479 2 451 

Number of 
candidates that 
passed 

1 585 2 320 1 545 1 766 1 744 

Pass Rate 81% 83% 60% 71% 71% 

public practice examination
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REACH YOUR FULL POTENTIAL THROUGH 
THE SARS CA TRAINING PROGRAMME

Aspiring chartered accountant Mikateko Mabasa (24) is 
telling proof of the successes achieved through the CA 
Training Programme of the South African Revenue Service 

(SARS). She passed part two of the South African Institute of 
Chartered Accountants (SAICA) qualifying examination with flying 
colours in February when she achieved joint eighth place nationally. 

Mikateko joined SARS as a trainee on the CA Training Programme 
in 2009 after completing a B.Com Accounting and a post-graduate 
diploma in Accounting at the University of Cape Town. 

Prakash Mangrey, the Group Executive for Finance, said the Finance 
Division’s aspiration and strategy to contribute to the provision of key 
business skills and to be a choice training provider continues to be 
realised through the SARS CA training programme.

“The programme manages the development of trainees with the right 
values, attitude, aptitude, desire and potential to qualify as a Chartered 
Accountant (CA). Mika has consistently demonstrated this. It is a 
pleasure to work with her,” said Prakash.

This tremendous and exceptional achievement was only made 
possible by consistent hard work and commitment, he added.

SARS was accredited as an Approved Training Organisation (ATO) 
by SAICA in 2006 and 15 trainee chartered accountants are 
currently on the programme. Since the programme’s inception 
eight trainees have passed the final qualifying examination.
 
Mikateko said the programme has allowed her to gain exposure 
in most of SARS’s business areas – procurement, finance, 
share valuations, revenue analysis, management accounting, 
enforcement and the Large Business Centre. “It has been a great 
journey for me. SARS prepares you to be a great professional from 
a technical perspective as well as a personal perspective.

“The nature of the CA Training Programme has allowed me to put into 
practice what I have learned. I am currently in the Large Business Centre: 
Specialist Support and I get exposed to very interesting technical issues 
within the tax, accounting and finance domains and it’s really exciting!”

Passing the second SAICA 
qualifying examination means 
that Mikateko is one step closer 
to achieving her dream. “This 
achievement really also allows 
me to challenge myself as it is a 
reflection of the knowledge and 
skill expected of me, hence I will 
at all times be driven to do well.”

Mika was consistent in her prepa-
rations, extremely disciplined and 
had to set her own targets. For 
her it was a combination of inter-
est, consistency and discipline. 
She said, “It’s less painful when 
you have to study for something 
that is of interest to you, I was 
always motivated by wanting to 
know more. It is always best to 
give it your best shot and when 
you have done that, regardless of 
the outcome, you know you did 
your very best possible.”

When she heard the news that she was listed as one of the top 
ten performers she replied, “I am on cloud nine. Passing is exciting 
enough but being in the top ten is just an amazing plus!”

Mikateko’s experience of the training programme ties in with the aims 
of SARS’s CA Training Programme, says Kovilan Rajaruthnam, manager 
of the programme. “It ensures trainees are given exposure to technical 
and professional attributes in a business environment to enhance their 
learning and development, thereby providing them with the skills 
exposure and knowledge to become competent professionals.”

“The programme ensures that trainees receive on-going professional 
development, interaction with executives and senior managers, 
and are equipped with the necessary skills and attributes to help 
develop chartered accountants who are capable of making a positive 
contribution to their profession, to SARS, and to society as a whole.”

“Congratulations Mikateko on this momentous achievement. The 
results you achieved in the 2010 SAICA qualifying examination are 
indicative of the successes that lie ahead of you on the journey to 
realising your full potential,” Prakash said.

The minimum entry requirements for trainees are a B.Com Hons 
(Accounting) and a Certificate in Theory of Accounting (CTA) 
or Graduate Diploma in Accounting (GDA) or equivalent post 
graduate qualification. This qualification must be sufficient to be 
allowed entry to the SAICA QE1 Board examination.

Mikateko Mabasa

The nature of the programme has 
allowed me to put into practice what 
I have learned. I get exposed to very 
interesting technical issues within the 
tax, accounting and finance domains 
and it’s really exciting!

For more information on the CA Training Programme visit the SARS website www.sars.gov.za and click on careers@sars



Well done to our candidates on passing their QE2 Examination:

Pirasath Parthipan – Third place 
Wynand Visser – Tenth place 
Yashvir Bhudai 
Siphesihle Buthelezi  
Antoine Gerin 
Grant Ismay 
Nivedna Maharaj 

 Mphae Matshepo Matlala 
 Gavin McIntosh 
 Hendrik Meeding
 Nomfundo Mnisi 
 Galya Oster
 Albert Stap
 Gregg Wheelwright

Ian Fourie
Llewelyn Lloyd
McGregor Msakatya 
Lawrence Koorapetse Koikoi
Nombali Madikizela
Thumeka Mdalavu
Sherleen Pather

Authorised financial services and registered credit provider (NCRCP15)
The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited (Reg. No. 1962/000738/06). SBSA 81116-2/11

Moving Forward is a trademark of The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited

Moving ForwardTM

www.standardbank.com/graduates

Public Practice Examination 2010 Comparative: Pass Rate By Race 2006 to 2010

Race 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006

African Number of candidates
Number of candidates that passed
Pass rate (%) 

408
279
68% 

519
363
70% 

481
204
42% 

399
239
60%

387
207
54% 

Coloured Number of candidates
Number of candidates that passed
Pass rate (%) 

104
80
77% 

137
110
80% 

125
75
60% 

127
91
72% 

115
76
66% 

Indian Number of candidates
Number of candidates that passed
Pass rate (%) 

343
282
82% 

438
376
86% 

392
242
62% 

344
250
73% 

304
235
77% 

Total Black Population Number of candidates
Number of candidates that passed
Pass rate (%) 

855
641
75% 

1 094
849
78% 

998
521
52% 

870
580
67% 

806
518
64% 

White Number of candidates
Number of candidates that passed
Pass rate (%) 

1 097
930
85% 

1 704
1 471
86% 

1 568
1 024
65% 

1 609
1 186
74% 

1 645
1 226
75% 

public practice examination
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Fasset is the Sector Education and Training 
Authority for Finance, Accounting, Management 
Consulting and Other Financial Services.

Work-ready graduates built for success.

F A S S E T

Your days of hassling with recruitment 
procedures and complicated interview 
processes to find work-ready graduate 
employees are over. Fasset-funded 
development projects produce a wide 
range of top of the class, career-hungry, 
entry-level graduates for all financial 
sectors. Employ a graduate today and 
gain access to a number of benefits 
such as the Fasset Learnership Cash 
Grant for SMMEs, which will allow you 
to access up to a maximum of R27 000 
in cash. It makes good financial sense. 

Call 086 101 0001 or visit 
www.fasset.org.za., to find out how you 
can access work-ready graduates and 
all these benefits! 
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From left to right: Makgotso Margaret Malelg - Bonani 
WRP (2009); Matjatji Maboya - Thusanani WRP (2009); 
Vuyelwa Funzani - Bonani WRP (2009); Zwelakhe Gxoyiya 
- Thusanani WRP (2009)

Do you want to migrate to Australia?
Talk to a fellow Chartered Accountant (registered in

South Africa and Australia) who is also a Registered Migration Agent

Why use Migrate2oz?

Our services

www.migrate2oz.co.za
info@migrate2oz.co.za
Tel: 0861 46 86 69 | 0861 GO TO OZ



public practice examination

At Grant Thornton we believe that every job 
done is a reflection of the unique individual 

who completes it.

Congratulations to all our trainees who passed 
the CA Qualifying Examination. 

Visit www.gt.co.za/Your-career/ 
to find out more.

© 2011 Grant Thornton South Africa. All rights reserved. Grant Thornton South Africa 
is a member firm of  Grant Thornton International Ltd (‘Grant Thornton International’). 

I am 
not just a 

pretty face.

public practice examination

Pass Rate by Firm
Recognised Training Programme
(Training offi ces accredited by SAICA and registered 
with the IRBA)

Training Offi ce 
Total 
Number Of 
Candidates 

Number 
That 
Passed 

Pass 
Rate

Auditor – General 52 37 71% 

BDO Spencer 37 28 76% 

Deloitte 356 307 86% 

Ernst & Young 209 186 89% 

Grant Thornton 45 32 71% 

Greenwoods 20 18 90% 

KPMG 337 274 81% 

Mazars 41 37 90% 

Moore Stephens 35 30 86% 

PKF 68 49 72% 

PricewaterhouseCoopers 410 354 86% 

SizweNtsaluba 20 14 70% 

Other 322 218 68% 

Total 1952 1585 81% 

Please take note of the following: 

PPE are listed individually

are currently completing their training contracts or where 
candidates completed their training contracts.

data base.

statistics before publication.

Public Practice Examination 2010
Results Per Attempt

Attempt Number Of 
Candidates 

Number Of 
Candidates 
That Passed 

Pass Rate 

First 1495 1305 87% 

Second 254 173 68% 

Third 106 62 58% 

Fourth 54 27 50% 

Fifth 43 18 42% 



In a corporate world filled with countless grey areas 

knowing which move is the right one can be a daunting 

task. The SAICA Training Department has developed 

an Ethics DVD that will help your trainees to navigate 

their way through these shades of grey. 

For more information, contact Adri Kleinhans on  

011 621 6634 or email adrik@saica.co.za. Go to  

www.saica.co.za to view an excerpt from this DVD.
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www.cajunction.co.za
SAICA presents CAJunction in 
association with CareerJunction

The easiest way to
catch your next job.

Create a Resume  |  Search Financial Jobs  |  Set up email Job Alerts  |  Track your Applications



CONTRACT POSITIONS 
AVAILABLE ELSEWHERE 
ON THE AFRICAN
CONTINENT
CA (SA)’s, in possession of a South African identity document, inter-
ested in working elsewhere within the African continent, in various 
business operations owned and/or controlled by local and over-
seas Groups, on a 2 to 3 year expatriate contract basis, in fi nancial
management, fi nancial and management accounting as well as cost 
accounting roles, with sound experience in mainly the agricultural, 
logistics, mining or telecommunications industries, are invited to 
send us their detailed CV’s. Very attractive remuneration and related 
benefi ts packages are on offer, depending upon each specifi c role 
and location. 

Contact ian@frontlinesolutions.co.za

NEWLY QUALIFIED /
SOON TO QUALIFY CA’S
If you are seriously considering a career move out of the auditing
profession into a commercial/business environment within 2011/ 
2012, come and talk to us about the various options open to you.  
We can assist you in fi nding a suitable position in line with your
personal vision and objectives, including a competitive package 
starting at around R450k, exclusive of performance based incen-
tives. Don’t delay. Act now and let us facilitate your career path
development into the future.

Contact:

ian@frontlinesolutions.co.za  (Johannesburg)

nicky@frontlinesolutions.co.za  (Durban)

helen@frontlinesolutions.co.za (Cape Town)

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
R1.4 million
EE CA (SA) with 7 years post article and banking experience to 
handle important Business Unit of listed bank. You will show proven, 
stable career history and growth, an ability to lead, be a strategic 
thinker who has displayed the ability to handle the “nitty gritty” in your 
past positions.  
Contact michele@frontlinesolutions.co.za

FINANCIAL DIRECTOR
R1.3 million plus bonus
CA (SA) Energetic, hands on, excellent with systems and people 
management and with a passion for work to embrace challenge of 
well performing listed company. Experience in retail, FMCG and its 
different facets an advantage.
Contact michele@frontlinesolutions.co.zam

FINANCIAL MANAGER
R750 000
CA (SA) with 4 years plus post article experience in fi nancial man-
agement, up to date knowledge of IFRS, people management, 
understanding of managing capex and accounting for fi xed assets. 
Contact michele@frontlinesolutions.co.za

FINANCIAL MANAGER EE - 
CAPE TOWN
R650 000 neg
Large listed Group in the services industry seeks an experienced 
manager to take responsibility for the full fi nancial function. You 
have a CA (SA) qualifi cation coupled with a minimum of 4 years 
post article experience. Reporting to the FD you will be involved 
in monthly reporting, budgeting and forecasting while leading your
accounts team. 
Contact helen@frontlinesolutions.co.za

HEAD: RETAIL CREDIT
R900 000 + bonuses
The role combines several critical regulatory and strategic functions, 
the purpose of which is to satisfy regulatory and governance require-
ments around capital adequacy for the portfolio (including Basel II 
and going forward Basel III) and to ensure the process translates 
into economic and fi nancial benefi ts. Intellectual leadership of the 
statistical and modeling approaches are key technical requirements 
as well as the effi cient implementation of IT platforms and the in-
tegration of fi nancial and credit information. Actuary or advanced 
degree (M, PhD) in Statistics, Econometrics or related fi eld coupled 
with experience in the development of economic capital models, 
expert credit models, simulation environments and tools; and experi-
ence with fi nancial modeling, fi nance theory, pricing and risk-return 
management.  

Contact aileen@frontlinesolutions.co.za

FINANCIAL MANAGER
R650 000
EE CA (SA) with 2 to 4 years post article experience, banking
preferably, technically up-to-date, deadline driven, strategic thinking, 
dynamic self-starter with inquisitive business brain and good inter-
personal skills to get involved in dynamic area of business. 

Contact lynda@frontlinesolutions.co.za

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTANT – 
DURBAN
R470 000 - R550 000  
My client is looking for a CA (SA) with previous experience in a bank 
as a Financial Accountant/Financial Manager or currently on audit 
in various banking institutions. The purpose of this position is to
manage the full accounting function of the bank including; monthly 
management accounts, annual budgets, income tax returns, prepa-
ration of the annual fi nancial statements. 

Contact dina@frontlinesolutions.co.za

Centurion Building, The Oval Of  ce Park, Meadowbrooke Street, Bryanston, tel: (011) 706-9222
Rozenhof Of  ce Court, 20 Kloof Street, Gardens, Cape Town, tel: (021) 424-3042

Robert House, 5 Nollsworth Crescent, Nollsworth Park, La Lucia,tel: (031) 566-6140.
Website: www.frontlinesolutions.co.za

Frontline is a specialist  nancial recruitment company

THIS MONTH’S TOP FINANCIAL OPPORTUNITIES

Lynda Bradley
Consultant, JHB

Judy Markwell
Manager, CT

Helen Nikiforakis
Senior Consultant, CT

Carmen Viljoen
Consultant, CT

Nicky Rutherford
Consultant, DBN

Graham Burnside
CEO, JHB

Paul Jacka
Managing Director, JHB

Michele Deeks
Senior Consultant, JHB

Jim Wilson CA(SA)
Senior Consultant, JHB

Ian Shortreed CA(SA)
Senior Consultant, 

Taneill Blankfi eld-Smith
Senior Consultant, JHB

Nathenia Watson
Consultant, JHB

Lerato Makhetha
Consultant, JHB

Dina du Toit
Consultant, DBN



Tel: 011 234 0600 / 012 361 3475 
012 348 4940 / 012 665 4401

www.networkrecruitment.co.za

INVEST IN YOUR FUTURE

DEVELOPING RELATIONSHIPS,
DELIVERING RESULTS

Grow your career with Network Finance.
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www.greyconsulting.co.za

if fi nance or risk is your speciality_ you are our business

Tel: 0860 recruiter
GREY_CONSULTING
accounting,finance and risk recruitment specialists

GROUP FINANCIAL DIRECTOR (EE)
R1.5million – R2million plus Executive Performance 
Incentives

CA(SA) with minimum 10 years’ fi nancial management 
experience

Cape Town

An established National Group requires a Financial Director with some prior 
exposure to the Construction or Property sectors. A thorough understanding of, 

and experience in, Corporate Governance and Risk Management is a prerequisite. 
Mercantile/Contract Law knowledge will also be required, as well as experience in 

managing investments and in funding and hedging transactions. Financial planning 
and extensive experience in fi nancial analysis, fi nancial reporting and asset/liability 

management are essential to the success of this role, while excellent management skills 
will be required in order to lead a highly skilled team of professionals.  Ref: LH/pgb

FINANCIAL MANAGER
R540 000 per annum plus Performance Incentives

CA(SA) with 1-2 years’ fi nancial management experience
Stellenbosch

of their new Logistics Division. Reporting to the Divisional Manager, the role will entail cash 
fl ow and working capital management, preparation and presentation of Monthly Management 

Reports, as well as a strong focus on Forex transactions. The ideal person will need to take sole 
responsibility for the fi nancial role and be able to operate independently, with a matter of urgency, 
to meet strict deadlines. Strong staff management experience is essential in order to supervise a 

team of highly motivated and experienced supporting staff.  Ref: LH/zfs

DIVISIONAL FINANCIAL DIRECTOR
R600k – R700k per annum Cost to Company plus Corporate 
Performance Incentives
CA(SA) with 4-6 years’ post-articles commercial fi nancial 
management experience
Sandton

As a result of an internal promotion, a highly successful and rapidly growing Group has a vacancy 

affairs of one of its developing Divisions. Reporting directly to the Divisional Managing Director and 
a dotted line to the Group Financial Director, the responsibilities will include: Effective and effi cient 
management of a Department of 18 with 8 Direct Reports Preparation and presentation of the 
comprehensive Monthly Management Reports Preparation of the Annual Financial Statements, 
Audit Pack and Tax Pack
forecasts Optimal management of the cash fl ow and working capital Initiation and maintenance of 
Cost and Profi t improvement initiatives Ensuring effective and robust Internal Control systems and 
sound Corporate Governance. Ref: CHS/scd

For Refs LH/pgb and LH/zfs, please forward a detailed CV in Word (quoting the relevant 
reference) to Leonie Hugo at leonieh@greyconsulting.co.za  
For Ref CHS/scd, please forward your detailed CV in Word, quoting this reference, to Charles 
Stilwell at charless@greyconsulting.co.za

Tel: +27 11 785 4930    Fax: +27 11 785 4939   www.wexford.co.za

  FINANCIAL DIRECTOR
  ± R1 000 000 CTC, Pretoria

-

tanya@wexford.co.za 

  FINANCIAL ACCOUNTANT CA (SA)
  R550 000 – R450 000 CTC, Midrand 

 felicia@wexford.co.za

  FINANCIAL MANAGER
  R600 000 - R500 000 CTC, Selby

 felicia@wexford.co.za 

  FINANCIAL CONTROLLER
  R420 000 – R360 000, JHB North

 candice@wexford.co.za

  FINANCIAL ACCOUNTANT
  R380 000 – R300 000 CTC, North and CBD

 liz@wexford.co.za

  FINANCIAL CONTROLLER
  R650 000 – R550 000 CTC, North 

-

 janet@wexford.co.za

  FINANCIAL MANAGER
  R850 000 – R750 000 CTC, Sandton

 janet@wexford.co.za 

  COST ACCOUNTANT
  R430 000 – R380 000 CTC, North

 liz@wexford.co.za 





 

Remuneration: Salary Based Position (NOT Commission based)

To apply please send your cv, academic transcript, copy of I.D.

and motivational letter to recruitment@edencourt.co.za

FINANCIAL ADVISOR

www.edencourt.co.za

EDEN COURT
ADVISORY SERVICES

BBusSci or CA (SA) or CFP

       Job Requirements:

   Competency Requirements:

ECAS (FSP 22670)

       We require someone that will:

Remuneration: Market Related Cost to Company
Location: Cape Town (South Africa)

Email your CV, ID, & Academic Transcripts to: 
recruitment@oasiscrescent.com

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT

CA  5-8 Years of experi

w w w . o a s i s c r e s c e n t . c o m

www.communicate.co.za
+27 11 622 2723  

ake the right financial career move.
Let Communicate Personnel calculate all your recruitment needs.

Bruma Lake Office Park, South Wing. 3rd Floor, Waterview Corner, 2 Ernest Oppenheimer Avenue, Bruma, 2026

Communicate Personnel has over 30 years experience in the 
recruitment industry nationally.

With a primary focus on the finance industry, we place accounting 
and finance professionals in permanent and contract positions.                                                      
We offer unique recruitment solutions to employers and also 

create great job opportunities for candidates. 



A division of Adcorp Fulfilment Services (Pty) Ltd.

Top Career Opportunities  
For Top Talent

Southern African Head of Finance - CA
R700 000 – R900 000 Cost to Company

Our client is a world-wide leader in the commodities space and this is your opportunity 
to catapult your career. A qualified CA plus 3 years post-articles experience is 
a minimum requirement, along with exposure to Treasury and Commodities.  
Your ability to influence and manage staff must be second to none. Do not miss  
out on this opportunity to make a name for yourself in a country with a huge  
African footprint! To discuss this role further, call Ruds Ramasar on (011) 217-0000/ 
079 579 5757 or e-mail: ruds.ramasar@dppg.net 

Financial Controller - CA
R750 000 + Performance Bonus

A unique opportunity for a CA(SA) to be 2 IC to the CFO overseeing sub-Saharan 
Africa of this multi-national group. Two years post-qualification experience in  
analysis, reporting/IFRS, budgets, CAPEX, cash flow, forecasting, working capital, 
network cost submissions and tax could secure. You need to be technically strong 
and able to provide direct support to the CFO with sound Finance issues and strategy 
input. Excellent interpersonal skills at all levels are paramount. Call Judy Hofer on  
(011) 217- 0000/082 652 9092 or e-mail: judy.hofer@dppg.net

Financial Manager – Cape Town 
R700 000 Cost to Company 

An exciting opportunity to highlight your career! Your strong commercial focus 
will enable you to take control of the full financial function. Your BCom, SAP and 
7 years experience within a manufacturing environment is essential. You will be 
responsible for the management accounts, costing, forecasts, compliance as well as  
team management. This is the perfect opportunity for someone who is  
looking for some strategic experience, while still keeping grounded at an  
operational level. Please call Sandy Bremner on (021) 461-7094/072 268 3224 or 
e-mail: sandy.bremner@davct.net

Finance Manager - CA
R600 000 Negotiable

JSE listed building construction concern has an exciting career opportunity for a 
black CA to join their team. Reporting to the FD, take accountability for providing 
the monthly management reports for one of their top divisions, finalising internal 
audit reports, liaising with subsidiaries in South Africa and Africa and overseeing 
various other finance functions.  Position earmarked for Board-level appointment.  
New CA or 1-2 years commercial experience essential. Construction/Engineering 
industry experience preferably. Call Karen Schmoor on (011) 217-0000/082 331 1716 
or e-mail: karen.schmoor@dppg.net

Recently Qualified CA 
R500 000 Cost to Company 

Set your career off within this high-flying organisation as their Financial Manager. 
Use your strong technical ability (IFRS) and hands-on approach to diligently report 
on a multitude of companies. Interface with an affluent EXCO and watch your career 
and this growing concern soar to new heights! Exciting succession plan in place for 
talented professional who is not afraid to work hard now to reap the rewards later. 
For a confidential conversation, call Candice Martin on (011) 217-0000/072 089 4309 
or e-mail: candice.martin@dppg.net

Senior IT Auditor 
R450 000 Cost to Company

Employment Equity. Our client, a leader in the financial services industry is looking 
for a 3 year degree or diploma with a focus on IT auditing. If you have at least 
4 years experience and if you are affiliated to ISACA or IIA, you will be responsible for 
undertaking audit projects and delivering audit results. You will also take ownership 
of risk-based IT audit reviews and have promotional prospects in the group.  
For a confidential discussion, please call Liani Maré (011) 217-0000/084 321 3220 or 
e-mail: liani.mare@dppg.net

Head of Equities - Cape Town
R Negotiable

Once in a lifetime opportunity to join a leading niche asset manager and take control 
of their research team. Assume responsibility for stock selection, management of the 
equity portfolio, formulating strategy and leading and driving a team of analysts. 
The ideal candidate will have a minimum of 8 years experience and relevant 
tertiary qualification. MBA or CFA is an advantage in this career defining role.  
For a confidential discussion, please do not hesitate to call Jethro Geyser on  
(021) 461-7094/084 999 2985 or e-mail: jethro.geyser@davct.net

Human Communications 73925

xperi



CLASSIFIEDS

APPOINTMENTS

DYNAMIC AUDITING COMPANY
We are based in Dunkeld and seek new trainees as well as qualified staff. Excellent training and 
prospects exist. Please email one page CV to david@dkalmin.co.za
                

 PARTNERSHIPS & PRACTICES

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN A MERGER?
Should you be interested in merging with a long established and extremely successful 
accounting and auditing firm in South Africa, which is JSE accredited and internationally 
affiliated, then there is no doubt that this could be mutually beneficial to both practises. Let us 
explore the possibility. Call Marius on 082 887 3496 now.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN SELLING?
In the world of accounting and auditing, a well established, JSE accredited and internationally 
affiliated CA firm is looking to acquire your accounting or auditing practise  in Gauteng, Cape 
Town, Bloemfontein or Durban. Should you be interested in selling, please give Marius a call on 
082 887 3496. 

FOR SALE
Well established, successful and profitable accounting and auditing practice in Knysna. Come 
and enjoy the lifestyle. Contact greatvalue@afrihost.co.za

SERVICES

Web Accounting
Presents a web based full accounting software which includes feature rich general ledger, 
debtors, creditors and inventory. Includes add on modules like BOMs and Job Costing. Go to 
www.webaccounting.co.za or Tel: 0861 93 2222.

Closing Date for Advertisements: Please note that all adverts should be submitted to this office in 
writing two months prior to publication date. 

Important Information: A telephone number, contact name and postal address must be included 
with any advert submitted and in the event that payment is not made before the closing date the 
advert will not be published. 

Legislation requires your VAT Registration number for invoicing purposes. 

For Classified Advertisement information: Contact Angel Lelosa  Tel: 011 621-6696. 

All advertisements to be submitted to: Accountancy SA, PO Box 59875, Kengray, 
2100, Fax 011 621-6807 or Email: classifieds@saica.co.za

011 706 9222
www.accountantsoncall.co.za

SENIOR MANAGER: TECH ACC

R1 MIL - R750K

karen.robertson@accountantsoncall.co.za

GROUP FINANCIAL ACC

R1 MIL - R750K 

karen.robertson@accountantsoncall.co.za

TECHNICAL ACCOUNTANT EE

R800K NEG. 

annerle.barnard@accountantsoncall.co.za

FINANCE MANAGER

R720K - R600K 

kgomotso.kgopa@accountantsoncall.co.za

PRODUCT ACCOUNTANT EE

R500K - R480K

annerle.barnard@accountantsoncall.co.za

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTANT

R400K - R360K

natasha.theodorides@accountantsoncall.co.za

CA(SA)

R500K - R480K

natasha.theodorides@accountantsoncall.co.za

NEWLY QUAL CA (SA) EE

R450K - R430K

natasha.theodorides@accountantsoncall.co.za

SNR FINANCIAL ACC

R500K - R420K

kgomotso.kgopa@accountantsoncall.co.za

asa  I  



Opportunities in South Africa

0861 788 788    www.antonapps.com    073 788 7880    

0861 788 788    www.antonapps.com    073 788 7880    

Send your CV to you@antonapps.com quoting the relevant reference

Opportunities in Africa 

Finance Manager: 

Mining – Tanzania 

US$5000k – US$8000k

Managing a team of 

five people and undertaking 

a full finance function

Ref: AT001

Business Analyst: 

Financial Services

US$40k – US$60k

Financial Services client 

looking for analytical CA

Ref: KH001

Finance Manager:

Telecommunications

US$80k – US$100k

Top performer on the ZSE 

looking for Finance 

Manager for high profile 

business analyst

Ref: KH002

Zimbabwe

International Tax Manager:

Corporate Finance

R800k – R950k

Ref: AT002

Finance Manager:

Insurance 

R450k – R650k

Ref: BB002

Financial Manager:

Manufacturing

R500k – R600k

Ref: CF004

Capital Controller:

Automotive

R300k – R450k

Ref: DM004

Senior Financial Accountant:

Financial Services 

R600k – R750k

Ref: JB004

Finance Manager: 

Banking

R500k – R600k

Ref: AT003

SOX Consultant: 

Banking

R500k – R650k

Ref: CF005

Financial Manager: 

Mining

R420k – R470k

Ref: DM005

Group Treasurer:

Commerce

R600k – R700k

Ref: JB005

Tax Manager: 

Profession

R500k – R700k

Ref: AT004

Management Accountant:

Banking

R500k – R650k

Ref: CF001

Chief Financial Officer:

Construction

R1m – R1.5m

Ref: DM001

Senior Financial Manager:

Insurance

R800k – R1m

Ref: JB001

Operational Risk Manager:

E-commerce

R750k – R850k

Ref: KH003

Treasury Mananger: 

FMCG

R300k – R400k

Ref: AT005

Financial Manager: 

Mining

R600k – R750k

Ref: CF002

Group Accountant:

Construction

R530k – R600k

Ref: DM002

Group Treasurer:

Commerce

R700k – R800k

Ref: JB002

Senior Finance Manager:

Financial Services

R600k – R650k

Ref: KH004

International Tax Manager:

Commerce 

R500k – R750k

Ref: BB001

Financial Manager:

Banking

R650k – R750k

Ref: CF003

Chief Executive Officer:

Mining

RNegk

Ref: DM003

Recently Qualified FM:

Commerce

R400k – R480k

Ref: JB003

Finance Manager:

Financial Services

R550k – R600k

Ref: KH005

Johannesburg

Project Manager: 

Energy

R500k – R800k

Ref: BB003

Pretoria/Centurion

IT/Finance Manager:

Insurance

R450k – R700k

Ref: BB004

IT Risk Manager:

Insurance

R500k – R800k

Ref: BB005

Private Equity Transactor:

Financial Services – Kenya

US$Negk

Startup Private Equity fund 

requires transactors 

Ref: PM001

East Africa

Financial Manager:

Insurance

R500k – R700k

Ref: BB006
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We are a BEE level  2 accredited company

Tel. +27 (0)11 234-4313
Fax: +27 (0)11 234-4318

E-mail: info@setrecruitment.co.za

www.setrecruitment.com
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